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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
I 
CHAP~rER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Purpose of the Stu9.Y_ 
The purpose of this study is to provide further in-
formation as to the validity of the K-D Proneness Scale . 
Few satisfactory instruments have been evolved by 
which those children susceptible to delinquent behavior may be 
identified. If a valid test exists by which one may predict 
delinquency proneness, then the child could be dealt with in 
such a way as to attempt to prevent the development of undesir-
able character or action; thus the K-D Proneness Scale, if valid, 
should prove most valuable by providing a scientific tool with 
which school guidance per•sonnel can detect the potential delin-
quent. 
If we are to put into practice the philosophies of 
our school systems, it becomes necessary to find all possible 
means of detecting behavior problems before they become too 
,serious. 
1 As Doctors Healy and Bronner stated, as far back as 
1936: "Delinquency is a symptom, a symptom of some personal or 
social maladjustment, and its rational treatment should be 
analagous to therapy in the medical science." 
1 William Healy and Augusta Bronner, New Light on Delinauency 
and Its Treatment, Yale University Press, New Haven , 1936, pl59. 
1 
II 
I 
Source 
The rise of juvenile delinquency in recent and post-
war years has made this subject one of concern on the national, 
11
state, and local levels. Newspapers, periodicals, year books, 
and many speakers concerned with the problems of youth, seldom 
fail to mention some aspect of delinquency with the current 
trend accenting the prevention ~md detection of delinquency as 
well as its treatment. 
Modern efforts to differentiate between the delinquent 
and the non-delinquent began in 1912 when Guy C. Fernald asked 
reformatory inmates to stand on tiptoe until overcome by fa-
"'"i 1 
'· u gue. Since then hundreds of arti cles have been published and 
studies made in an attempt to identify and distinguish traits 
lfound in the delinquent versus the non-delinquent. Over nine-
hundred-seventy-two references published between 1914 and 1944 
'are listed by P . S. DeQ,. Cabot2 with equally large numbers of 
'references appearing from then to the present time. 
Newmeyer3, in discussing the i ncrease and volume of 
delinquency, states that this is not a recent problem, but that 
1 Homer K. Moore, "Tests for Delinquency", Journal of Education- ! 
al Sociology , (April, 1937), 10:506-511. 
12 P. s. DeQ. Cabot, (Compi ler) Juvenile Delinquency: A Critical 1 
'Annotated Bibliography, H. 'd . V!ilson Co., N. Y., 1946 
3 Martin H. ~Jewmeyer, J uvenile Delinguencv in Modern Society, 
D. Van Nostrand Co., N. Y., 192~9, pp. 21-26. 
2 
increases have been in evidence especially during the early war 
years of World Vi a;r II. Accurate and meaningful statistics con-
cerning the amount of delinquency are difficult to obtain. In 
1946 the method of the United States Children's .Bureau for re-
porting delinquency statistics was revised. This revised sys-
tem gives more valuable information as to the trends in the 
volume of delinquency , but even more detailed and descriptive 
data are needed for accurate appraisal. Whatever the method of 
reporting , the fact remains that there is an increase in juven-
ile delinquency. 
In 1946 a survey was taken by the New York Youth Com-
mission staff in ten school systems. They took only children 
who showed maladjustment behavior signifying the existence of 
frustrations which prevent their fulfilling their basic needs 
in a socially approved m?.-nner . A post-survey shorled that 11if 
we can find more effective ways of meeting the needs of thx•ee 
out of ten of our children, we may be able to reduce legal de-
linquency by sixty-five per cent. "1 
In November, 1946, Attorney-General Clal"'k called a 
conference for the express purpose of considering the problem 
II 
of the prevention and control of delinquency in Washington . 
'?lith many persons already concerned vii th the problems of de lin-
quency, this conference caused even more persons to be concerned. 
1 D. P . Clarke, and D. Gray, "School Surveys and Delinquency 
Prevention", Journal of Educational Sociology, (September, 1950) 
24:21-9. 
3 
with taking action on the situation . 
In 1947 the National Society for the Study of Educa-
ti on1 devoted a part of its year book to the study of juvenile 
delinquency emphasizing the schools' responsibility in dealing 
wi th the delinquent child. 
The following year four states, including Mas sachti-
setts, revised their pattern of dealing with delinquency to le-
galize a Youth Service Board on the state level, which in turn 
would assist the local towns and cities by making professional 
' and scientific advice available to them. 
In September, 1951, the Massachusetts Committee2 
issued their l"'eport as a result of the Midcentury Vlhi te House 
· Conference on Children and Youth, the theme of 'Nhi ch was, nFor 
every child, "A Fair Chance for a Healthy Personality 111 • The 
1 history of the past Vlhi te House Conferences began in 1909 Vihen 
the then-Pre sident Theodore Roosevelt called the first confer-
ence, to be followed in 1919 by the second conference under the 
then-Frestdent Woodrow Wilson, in 1930 under former President 
Herbert Hoover , in 1940 under former President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, and in 1950 under President Harry S. Truman. 
1
1 Hational So ciety for the Study of Education , Juvenile Delin-
quency and the Schools, Forty-seventh Yearbook, 1948, Part I, 
University of Chicago Press , Chicago, I llinois. 
2 Midcentury Vihi te House Conference on Children and Youth , 
Final Renort of the 1\'Iassachusetts Cormni ttee, Boston, Mass ., 
( September, 1951), .t< ·orerJ<ord, Al.-A4. 
4 
Thus the vrork of survey ing an d consi dering the prob-
lems of youth has been kep t a live and stimulated until as Lud-
1 den says: 
" Yf e ha.ve built up an army of professi onal so cial 
'Norlrers, a sy stem of children's courts and a staff o f 
volunteer vwrlcers to whom we intrust the prob lems of 
children vJho go as tray . --- By that time his habits 
are formed and the task of reh ab ilitation often is 
hop eless." 
In an article which appears as part of the papers pre-
sented at a symposium on the prevention of juvenile delinquency 
held at S t. Lawrence University in 1950, D. C. Cohen2 says: 
11 1lfe do have a fair understanding today of the 
factors underlying the development of juvenile delin-
quency. Recent research has shovm that attacking one 
or only a few of t h ese factors results in sure failure. 
Instead, we must put forth all our energies, utili zing 
all our knovv ledge of the subject and attack on all 
fronts." 
Most a L1t hori ties are agreed t h at t h ere is no one fac-
~ tor responsible for the causation of delinquency. 3 They are 
a ls o in general accord as to the areas in which the -delinquent 
I 
and non-delinquent differ and are similar, and have set up a 
multitude of p rogr ams for dealing with the situation; in s pite 
1 \.Vallace Ludden, " Anticip ating Cases of Juvenile Delinquency", 
S ch ool and Society, (February, 1944), 59:123-26 
II 
2 D. C. Cohen, "Need for Early Detection and Treatmen t of Indica-
tions of Delinquency", Journal of Edt.lcational Sociology, 
( September, 1950), 24:3o-9. 
3 Eugene Davidoff, an d Elinor S . Hoetzel, The Child Guida,nce 
Approach to Juvenile Delinquency, Child Care PLlblications, l'J .Y., 
1951. 
5 
of this, the fact remains that some children beco me delinquent 
11 under the same conditions in v.,rhich others do not. The problem 
I 
arises of detecting the potential delinquent . 
1 As Tappan says: 
11It is less important to know the total number of 
children in the community whos e behavior or personality 
is "delinquent" than it is to insure that the gr·eatest 
possible number of youngsters who suffer from psycho-
logical, physical , social, and economic problems re-
ceive agency treatment suited to their parti cular 
needs --- and as early in their unadjustment as poss-
ible. Thus real preventive work may be done, and de-
linquency, forestalled, need not come in issue ." 
2 The Gluecks , throughout their study, emphasize the 
need of applying some means of prediction as early as possible 
,since they found that symptoms start at about nine and one - half 
years or earlier. 
Kvaraceus3 states: "Great damage can be done by wait-
,ing too long to obtain s9e cialized diagnosis of the causes un-
'derlying children's unhappiness and malfunctioning." 
The necessity and importance of detecting and predict- , 
i ng the child with po tential b ehavior difficulties are further 
4 emphasized by Newmeyer when he says: "The first steps in the 
1,1 Paul 1 ~.~ . Tappan, Juvenile Delinquency, McGraw-Hi 11 Book Co., 
,N . Y ., 1949, p5l. 
I 
2 Sheldon Glu.eck and Eleanor Glueclc, Unraveling Juvenile Delin-
11quency, The Commonwealth Fund, N. Y ., 1950, p257 . 
,3 Wm . C. Kvaraceus, Juvenile Delinquency and the School, Vforld 
Book Co., Yonkers-on-Hudson, 1945, p5; 
4 Newmey er, op. cit., p231. 
6 
treatment process are the apprehension of children with behav-
ior problems and the discovery of conditions that endanger them!' 
In addition, guidance departments of schools are mor·e 
and more concerned '\Vi th the total pattern of a child's behavior 
and growth, thus broadening the scope of their duties to influ-
ll ence and direct his social behavior as 'Nell as his academic 
I 
achievement. 
This aspect of interest in identifying the potential 
!delinquent gave rise to the necessity of formulating some scien-
'' tific instrument by which to identify or predict delinquency. 
·In keeping with this idea, the K-D- Proneness Scale was con-
structed by Dr. William C. Kvaraceus and published in 1950. 
(See Appendix). A description of the Scale appears later in 
this chapter. While the Manual of Directions gives some in-
1 formati on as to its re li a.bili ty and vali dity, the l'..1anua.l also 
1states that further studies should be made of the extent to 
1Which the Scale does measure and predict a tendency to o.elin-
quency or an absence of this tendency. 
I 
!I 
Q. Nm. C. Kvaraceus, "Manual of Directions", K-D Proneness Scale 
and Checklist, ·7orld Book Co., Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. Y., 1950. 
7 
II 
I 
DescriPtion of the Scale 
The K-D Proneness Scale (see Appendix) consi s ts of 
seventy-five multip le choice questions constructed from those 
areas whi ch the research literature reports as showing Si V1ifi-
cant differences between the delinquents and non-delinquents. 
In a ddition several "neutral" items involvi ng food, color, and 
drink prefe r ences were added to the Sca le for rapport value . 
Boys and girls are s cored s epar a tely. 
The Scale can be administered -to groups or individuals 
in f ifteen to t wenty -five minutes, though no time limit is set. 
The Scale can be used with pupils in grades six to 
t welve. 
Answer sheets are easily corrected by superimposing 
the boys ' or girls' scoring sheet and assigning a p lus 1 to 
those answers appearing in the unmarked circles, and a minus 1 
to t hose appearing in the circ l es enclosed by a black square. 
1 hi gh positive (p lus The M.anual states t hat scores 3 
or above for boys, plus 6 or above for girls) indicate attitudes 
and opinions closely resembling the delinquent group , Subjects 
obtaining relatively low negative scores (minus 10 or below for 
boys, 0 or below for girls) respond in a similar manner to the 
1 "i C K 1•m . • ... varaceus, "Manual of Directions", op . cit., p6. 
8 
9 
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"hi gh morale" group referred to in the Manual. No "norms", in 
the customary s ense, are furnished. 
Scope of the Problem 
In the late spring of 1950 the K-D Proneness Scale 
was a dministered by the guidance teachers in two junior high 
1schools of a large borderline city of Metropolitan Boston. The 
IJ 
total of 388 cases included 119 grade ei ght boys, 75 grade eight 
girls, 109 grade nine boys and 85 grade nine girls. The groups 
were selected at random but with the intent of including a 
cross section of the school population . 
Following the a dministering of the Scale, attempts 
were made to set up certain criteria with whi ch to co mpare and 
evaluate the Scale · scores. This was done by gathering as much 
'information a s to the character and general behavior, in school 
and out, of the group a s possible . 
The Family Service , the police lieutenant in charge of 
the Junior Police, the boys' and girls ' probation officers, 
guidance teachers and school records were consulted with t h e aim 
of evaluating the soci a l behavior of each child. In addition, 
the academic achievement an d mental capacity of those receiving 
the ten hi ghest and ten lowest Scale scores were investi gated in 
order tha t this information mi ght be analyzed in relation to the 
Sca le scores recei ved . 
Definition of Terms 
"Delinquency" is used in this study to mean , "an of-
fense against the so cial order of a somewhat milder or less 
s pecific form than crime 11 • 1 
"Juvenile delinquency " refers to, "misconduct that 
brings young persons (usually under 16 or 18 y ears of age, ac-
cording to the legal code) to the attention of the juvenile 
2 
court". 
11Hi gh-morale gr oups" refers to those judged to have 
attained superi6r school citizenship or those working up to ca-
,paci ty and as being exceptionally well · thought of by all teach-
ers. 
"Low-morale groups" refers to t ho se having very poor 
s chool citizenship, who are unco operative, frequently in trouble, 
and are known to be troublesome in and out of schoo l. 
Restatement of the Problem 
This study is designed to further validate the K-D 
I' 
,pronene ss Scale by administering the Scale to a cross section of 
junior high school grade seven and eight boys and girls and by 
~ttempting to set up certain criteria with which to compare the 
Scale scores received. 
1 Carter V . Good, Dictionary of Education , McGraw-Hill Boo lr Co., 
I nc ., N.Y., ~91~5, pl23. 
2 Ibid. pl23. 
10 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
II 
CHAPTER II 
RE\TIEW OF RESEARCH 
A Resume of Recent Research and Other Studies 
Done to At tempt to Predict Delinquency 
The review of research covered in this chapter will 
be primarily concerned with recent tests which attempt to ident-
ify the po tential delinquent child. Since 1909 when -dilliam 
Healy1 founded the Institute of Juvenile Research in Chicago, 
persons have been increasingly interested in, not only treating 
and studying the known delinquent, but in devising some means of 
identifying the potential delinquent child. As Doctors Sheldon 
2 
and Eleanor Glueck stated: 
1 
2 
"A diagnostic as ency can do much tovvard deter-
mining the makeup of the delinquent and his environ-
ment --- and can recommend a p lan for his treatment; 
but its effectiveness is much more in doubt than if 
the developing delinquent be examined and treated at 
the first danger signs of anti-social conduct." 
Op. cit. , p98. 
Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor Glueck, 1000 Juvenile Delinquents; 
'Their Treatment by Court and Clinic, Harvard University Pre ss , 
1934, p98. 
11 
gence performance and the like have been evolved, but few valid 
tests of identifying the potential delinquent child exist to 
date. 
volving 
A further b a ckground study of personali t y tests in-
1 the delinquent may be found in the Warren study. 
As - late as 1944 Maller2 expressed the opinion that 
the claim of tests to predict delinquency await substantiation. 
It is with this in mind that the emLJhasis of this 
study is on attempting ~ - further validation of a test intended 
to predict a tendency toward delinquency or an absence of this 
tendency. 
. . 3 
THE STODGILL BEHAVIOR CA.R.DS - The "Behavior Cards" were con -
structed to be used mainly as an a id to interviewing. These 
cards contain 189 questions related to behavior which may b e 
answered by YES or NO. The subject is as ked to place the card 
in the box labeled NO i-£ the behavior does not fit him, and in 
I the box labeled YES if the behavior fits him . The test is 
s cored by counti ng the responses in the YES box. Th~ author 
II says t hat it is "a low pressure type of test interview enabling 1 
I 
1 Jo an B. ';-iarren, A Study of the Performance of Ninety-eight 
High School Boys on the K-D Proneness Scale and the Heston Per-
ISOnal Ad justment Invento r y, Unpublished Mas ter's Thes is, Boston 
University, 1952. 
2 John B. :Maller, "Personality Tests ", Personality and the Be-
havi or Disorders, ed. by J. Hunt, Ronouald Press Co., N.Y., 
Vol. I, Ch. 5. 
3 Ra l ph M. Stodgi 11, "Behavior Cards 11 , Psycho lo gical Corp ., 
New Yorlc, 1940. 
12 
· a child to face his problems with a minimum feeling of compul-
. sion of external pressure." 
The test was administered to one hundred delinquent 
boys at the Bureau of Juvenile Research and to fifty grade seven 
and eight public school boys of slightly below average socio-
economic status. 
The test was found to differentiate between the known 
delinquent and non-delinquent wi-th a mean score of 41.6 with 
standard deviation of 17.1 for the delinquents, and a mean 
score of 24.8 with standard deviation of 15.2 for the non-de-
linquent . Correlated with the Stanford-Binet scores, an r of 
-.02 was reported. 
Kvaraceus 1 calls it 11 a noteworthy and somewhat sue-
cessful attempt t o develop a useful test-interview aid in deal-
ing wi th the delinquent child, particularly the boy delinquent. 11 
Tulchin2 feels that the questions asked sometimes lack 
i consistency in the r ep lies ru1d that much further research re-
mains to be done. 
This is the only previous test designed exclusively 
for a delinquency test. 
1 Oscar Buros, (editor) "Behavior Cards"~ Wm. c. Kvaraceus, 
Third Mental Measurements Year Book, Rutgers University Press, 
New Brunswick, N. J., 1949. 
2 Ibid. - 'rulchin 
13 
GLUECK STUDY - As early as 1939 Doctors Sheldon and Eleanor 
Glueck1 embarked upon an extensive and exhaustive search of 
some means of predicting juvenile delinquency. This was fin-
ally published in 1950 under the title, Unraveling Juvenile De-
linquency. 
To do this 500 non-delinquent boys selected in Boston 
were carefully matched with 500 delinquent boys selected from 
the Lyman School and Shirley, taking into consideration; 
(1) age, (2) general intelli gence, (3) national origin, and 
(4) residence in underprivileged neighborhoods. 
After an extensive examination of the resemblances 
1 and differences of these groups under twelve headings, whi ch 
included all aspects of home and family life, the school and 
community relationships, physical condition, verbal and perform-
1 ance intelligence, and personality structure, Doctors Sheldon 
'I and Eleanor Glueck set up three prediction tables which they 
I 
recommend be applied at school entrance. This early age was 
stated since they believed that their 500 delinquents were 
found to have been only a little over eight years of age when 
t he first signs of maladapti ve behavior started and thus the 
predicti on tables should be applied when the child starts in 
I 
1 
grad e one. 
1 Sheldon Glue ck and Eleanor Glueck, op. cit. 
14 
__________________________ ............... 
The three pre diction tables, each having five sub-
divisions, were set up based on: 
1. charac ter traits determined by the 
Rorschach Test 
2. factors of social background 
3. personality traits determined in a 
psychiatric interview 
By comparing these three predictive tables derive d 
f rom social, Rors chach, and psychiatric data, it was found that 
there was a total of 13.2 per cent i n which two or all three of 
, t he tables place a boy in the wrong predictive category. 
The authors admit the s kill required in applying 
these tables and t he dif fi culty in obtaining all necessary data 
for each case, but feel that the tables are valid si n ce their 
study als o agai n proves t hat delinquents vary from non-delin-
, quents; (1) physically, (2) temperamentally, (3) in attitude, 
( 4 ) p sychologically, and (5) socio-culturally. 
I 
A s i mpler version of their research is contained in 
the most recent publication of the Gluecks, DelinQuents in the 
Making , Paths to Prevention. 1 
LUDDEN STUDY - Wallace Lud den2 attempted to set up a method of 
predicti ng delinquency from information derived from school rec-
ords . This met with some success but he also suggested combin- 1 
1 Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor Glueck, Delinquents in the Making; ' 
Paths t o Prevention, Har per Bros., New York, 1952. 
2 Wallace Ludden, OlJ• ci t . 
--~------------~----~~--~ 
15 
ing an analysis of school records with some personality rating 
devices. 
For criteria he used such things as; {1) living in 
li an environment consi dered to be in a delinquent area, (2) an 
\l I.Q.. below 90 on the Otis Group Test, (3) truancy, (4) terms 
repeated in school, (5) tardiness, (6) intermediate position 
in siblings. 
EICHORN STUDY - Based on the assumption that reading difficult-
1 
ies may affect the results of a verbal test designed to predict 
1 delinquency, this study is concerned with a non-verbal test 
desi gned to predict delinquency, a portion of the study being 
1 concerned with t h e relationship of the non-verbal scale to the 
K-D Proneness Scale, verbal form. 
The non-verbal form has 62 circles, each containing 
, four pictorial items separated from each other by horizontal · 
and perpendicular diameters. Each item is labeled with a let-
ter, (A, B, C, D or E, F, G, H.) and the child is asked to 
choose which of the four items he likes the most and which he 
likes the least, e.nd to record these re·sponses. on the answer 
II sheet which may be machine-scored. 
!1 The constructed non-verbal scale, the Otis Test of 
I 
!1 Mental Ability and the K-D Proneness Scale (verbal form) were 
I 
1 John R. Eichorn, The Construction and Evaluation of a Non-
Verbal Delinquency Proneness Scale, Unpublished Doctor's Dis-
sertation, Boston University, 1952. 
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given to tv\'o criterion groups of 400 delinquents and 4oo non-
delinquents and an analysis of 200 of each of the criterion 
groups was conducted. Results show that there is a positive 
but low correlation between the verbal and non-verbal forms of 
the K~D Proneness Scale, each seeming to differentiate better 
at some levels than others. This may indicate that these meas-
ures tend to supplement one another and should be used together 
whenever the situation permits. 
CAJVIBRI DGE-SO:MERVILLE YOUTH STUDY - Two prediction techniques 
1 
were used in this study involving (1) an analysis of the sub-
, ject by three experts and (2) teachers' opinions. The eA~erts 
used an 11 point rating scale for the recording of their observ-
ations and teachers were merely asked to express their opinions. 
Two additional devices used were, a scale modified after the 
Olson- 'iickman Schedule and second, a trait record card filled 
out by the teachers. 
rvhile a certain degree of accuracy of prediction re-
sulted, it was also found that the results unavoidably included I 
a number of boys who apparent ly had delinquent traits but af·ter 
11 a peri od of years did not become delinquent. It was felt, 
I 
· nevertheless, that these boys possessed traits which character-
ized them as needing guidance and help in making a happy ad-
justment to life. 
1 Edwin Powers, "The School's Responsi bi li ty for the Early De-
tection 9f De;Linquency-prone Children", Harvard Education 
Review , ll949), Vol.l9:2,pp.80-86. 
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I. 
A Review of Other Studies Concerning the Validity 
of the K-D Proneness Scale 
MACDOWELL STUDY - The first partial validation of the IC-D 
1 Proneness Scale was done in 1947 by Robert S . MacDowell. To 
do this the Scale was administered to three groups of boys with · 
the same classifications f0r girls; delinquent, public-schoo l, 
and h i gh-morale. The purpo se of the study wa s to (1) determine 
the vali dity of the Attitude and Behavior Scale, (2) determine 
the re l ationship between the Scale scores and intelli gence test 
s cores. 
As a result of this study he concluded that the test 
is vali d based on the evidence that: 
1. Significant critical ratios were found to exist 
between the delinquent group and the unselected 
public school group. 
2. Significant cri t ical ratios existed between t h e 
hi gh-morale group and the unse l ected public 
school group. 
3. A critical score of -12 included 85.8 per cent 
of the delinquent boys, 10.1 per cent of the 
public school boy s, and none of the high-morale 
boys. 
4. A critical score o f -18 inclu ded 64.1 p er cent 
of the delinquent girls , 11.2 per cent of the 
publi c school girls and none of the high-morale 
girls. 
1 Roberts. MacDowell, A Par tial Validation of an Attitude and 
Behavior Scale, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston Universi t y, 
1947 . 
_......,__,....  .__~--
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5. Correlations between the intelli gence quo-
tients and Scale scol"es were not s ufficiently 
high to indicate that the Scale measures in-
telli gence. Correlations did show that there 
was; (1) a slight tendency for high intelli-
gence scores to go with Scale scores show:l,ng 
little proneness toward delinquency , (2) a 
sli ght tendency for low intelli gence scores 
to go with Scale scores showing proneness 
toward delinquency. 
I The Scale seemed t o give bet tel" results with boys 
than girls. 
I DONJUH.JE STUDY - This study1 , appearing in , 1949, was a further 
validation of the K-D P~oneness Scale. The Scale was admin-
istered to ei ghty-one delinquent girls in an industrial school, 
eighty-one unselected public school as repre sentative of non-
delinquents, and seventy-three vocational school girls consid- 1 
ered as possible pre-delinquents. 
The purpose of the study was to ; (1) determine, by 
item analysis, which items of the Scale distinguished between 
the known delinquent girls ana an unseJ_ected group of public 
school girls; (2) determine the relationship between the Scale 
and outside criteria; (a) Intelligence test scores, (b) Per-
sonal Index scores, and. (c) Teachers' Behavior Ratings; ( 3) de-
termine the reliability of the Scale. 
1 Mary C. Donahue, Further Validation of the K-D Proneness 
Scale, Unpublished Master ' s Thesis, Boston University, 1949. 
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Hesul ts sho 11ed that a hi ghly si gnificant difference 
existed between the mean Scale scores of the delinquent group 
and the public-school group, between the vocational-school 
group and the public-school group , and between the delinquent 
group and the vocational-school gr oup . The highest positive 
scores, indicative of delinquency proneness, were attained by 
' the deli nquent girls with vocational-school girls obtaining 
the next highest positive scores. The highest negative scores, 
indicating non-delinquency proneness, were attained by public-
school girls. 
An item an~lysis revealed that fifty-four of the 
seventy-four multiple choice questions distinguished signifi-
cantly between the delinquent and non-delinquent girls. 
Correlations between Scale scores and Intelli gence 
test scores were negative, but a low positive correlation was 
found bet-vveen PERSONAL I NDEX scores and the Scale scores of the 
vocational school girls. 
A low negative correlation was found between Teachers' 
, Behavior Ratings and the Scale scores of vocational school girls. 
1 PI A."1\TE STUDY - This study ~vas based on results obtained by ad-
11 ministering the K-D Proneness Scale to 380 girls and 366 boys 
in grades seven through twelve of the Lebanon and Hartford , New 
1 John M. Piane, Jr., The Validation of the Kvaraceus Delinquency 
Proneness Scale and Checklist, Unpublished Batchelor's Thesis , 
Dartmouth College, 1950 • 
. I . 
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Hampshire h;t:gh schools. Satisfactory criteria were difficult 
. to establish, but a five-point teacher-rating scale was fin-
ally arrived at. 
The correlations between these ratings and Scale 
scores were generally positive but low. Results did show a 
difference of performance at age levels with the Scale best ad-
ministered in grades seven through nine. Higher correlations 
were shown for boys than girls. · 
\Y.ARREN S'I'UDY - The purpose of this study1 was to further study 
the validity of the K-D Proneness Scale and to see if any of 
the personality factors measured by the Heston Personal Adjust-
' ment. Inventory would corre l ate with delinquency. Both ques-
'1 
1 ti onnaires were admi nistered to one hundred high school junior 
boys with this group being divided half on the basis of high 
a chievers and half as low achievers. 
Results, based on a small number of cases, showe d 
that boys scoring hi gh tended to be in the low-achieving group . 
Low negative correlations were found between the K-D 
Proneness Sca le and five of the sub tests on the Heston, with 
only one showing a slightly higher negative correlation. The 11 
two tests do seem to be measuring different t hings . 
An attempt was mad e to more carefully compare the six 
most delinquent-prone and the six least delinquent-prone (se-
1 Joan B. Jarren, op. cit. 
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lected a ccordi ng to Scale scores) but outside information con-
cerning these cases was difficult to obtain and results were 
i nconclusive. 
1 PATTERSON STUDY - The purpose of the study was to determine 
the l""elationship between pupi l citi zenshi p as rated by teachers 
and delinquent tendencies as measured by the K-D Proneness 
, Scale and Checklist scores . The s tudy was based on 434 pupils 
'I 
I' I 
.. 
i n gr a des five , six, s even , and ei ght of the public schools in 
Barre, Vermont . 
Th is is the only study involving the Checklist scores 
as well as the K-D Proneness Sca le scores. 
As a result of this study, the follo wing general con-
elusions were reached: 
( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( Lj.) 
Poor classroom citi zens, bas ed on teachers ' 
judgment, are not necess arily the most de-
linquency-prone pupils in the classroom. 
Pupils who have poor Checklist ratings and 
are judged to be poor ci t i zens do not ne ce ss -
arily hav e attitudes and opinions resembling 
those of delinquents. 
Pupi ls whom the teachers desi gnated as 11 best " 
citizens are quite apt to have opinions and 
attitudes closely resembling those of the· 
11high- morale 11 pupils de s cribed in the K-D 
Proneness ~-~amml. 
Less than two-fifths of the pupi ls des i gnated 
as "poorest" citizens seemed to be in danger 
of becoming delinquent according to the Check-
list . l<"'urther consideration of the words "·ooor 
citi zens 11 should be mad e by teachers . ~ 
1 Charles C. Patterson, The Relati onshi n Between PuPi l Ci tizen-
ship as Rated by Teachers and De linquen t Tendencies as Shown by 
the K- D Proneness Scal e and Ch ecklist 3cOl"es, Unpubli shed 
Mas ter's Thesis , Boston University , 1952. 
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(5) Two of the three correlations computed be -
tween the Scale and Checklist are not statis-
tically significant at the 5 per cent l evel. 
They are, however, sufficiently high to war-
rant the continued use of the two measures in 
conjunction with each other. Some value lies 
in the fact that they offer two distinct types 
of information about the child. 
Summary of Researcl1, 
The results of the review of research may be ~ummar-
1zed as follows: 
( 1) Au thori ties agree that there is. a ne ces si ty 
for establishing some means of identifying the 
potentially delinquent child at the earliest 
( 2) 
{3) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
( g ) 
possible moment. 
Very few valid paper and penci l tests exist 
which are concerned only with predicting de-
linquent behavior. 
Other studies done concerning the K-D Proneness 
Scale reveal: 
The Test is valid but other studies con-
cerning its validity are desirable . 
The Scale gives more valid results when 
used with boys than with girls. 
The Scale is best administered in grades 
seven through nine. 
A low negative correlation exists between 
the Scale and the Heston Personal Ad just-
ment Inventory. 
Boys scoring high on the Scale tend to be 
in the low-achieving group. 
A low correlation exists bet~een the K-D 
Proneness Scale and the K-D Checklist. 
Poor classroom behavior is not necessarily 
an indication of delinquency . 
The following chapter will be concerned with the pro-
cedures and techniques used in this study to further validate 
the K-D Pr oneness S ca le. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES AND CRI 'rERI A 
The city in which this study was made is a large com-
munity of Metropolitan Boston in which the lower clas s es are in-
creas ing due to the expansion of industry and a lack of any de-
si:rable room for the development of the better-class residential 
areas. 
The major population of the city is such that it pro-
vi de s are a s where delinquency might exist as well as areas in 
1
1 
l! which the atmosphere is conducive to a hi gh-morale type of be-
h avior. Two junior hi gh schools, to be known as School X and 
S chool Yin t his study, were selected in ·which to give the K-D 
'Proneness Test, since their school po pulation is drawn from 
area s of the city where some problems of delinquency might occur. 
There were about ei ght hundred pupils in the eighth 
and ninth grades of both schools from which approximately t wo 
hundred in each school were to be chosen by chance to t ake the 
I • test, thls making a total sample of approximately four hundred 
pupils. Sorne effort was made to include divisions where behav-
ior problems exist, as well as some hi gh-morale divisions. 
All classes meet with the guidance tea chers each week, 
so these t wo te achers were as ke d to administer the Sca le an d 
~ ere most cooperative in doing so. The ch ildren were very used 
II 
'I 
I 
I 
= 
to answering questionnaires and were merely asked to give their 
opinions on the questions involved and told that their answers 
would have no effect on them indivi dually in the future. 
Table I shows the number of pupils to whom the K-D 
Proneness Scale was given. 
Table 1. The Number of Boy s and Girls 
To ~hom The Scale Was Given 
Grade 
Grade 9 
Grade 8 
Total 
Boys 
109 
119 
228 
Girls 
85 
75 
160 
Since the guidance teachers knew all the pupils indi-
vi dual ly, they were asked to rate each pupi l, A, B, or C. As an1 
I 
explanation of the basis for this rating, the following direc-
ti ons were given to them: 
:MORALE AND CITI ZENSHIP~~ 
A. - High-morale 
1. Superior school citizenship 
2. Works up t o capacity although 
not necessarily on the honor roll 
3. Exceptionally well thought of by 
all teachers 
-;~These ratings are to involve citi zenship and not school 
marks. 
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B. - Average-morale 
1. Good general character but not 
particularly outstanding 
2. Seldom if ever in trouble 
C. - Low-morale 
1. Very poor school citizenship 
2. Uncooperative and frequently in 
trouble. 
3. Known to be troublesome in and 
out of school 
In addition to the ratings by the guidance teachers, 
an attempt Ylas made to have some persons outside the school per-
sonnel contribute thelr ratlngs, but it later evolved that this 
was most difficult and outside contacts yielded no information. 
I The Fami ly Welfare was consul ted, and while their so-
li 
· cial workers examined the names most carefully, they could find 
I -
no instance in which they knew of any trouble whatsoever. 'r wo 
families of the childr•en in this group had had contacts with the 
Family Service, but they f e lt that the problems of these fam-
ilies had no bearing whatsoever on the questions involved here. 
This author hoped that the police lieutenant in charg e 
of about 2,000 Junior Police vvould be willing to point out the 
ll 
names of those boys whom he found to be troublesome. After many ! 
delays, he finally expressed the opinion that, while greatly in-
terested in the study, the object of his work was to help his 
boys avoid any behavior difficulties, an d that he did no t wish 
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to go even so far as to express his opinion as to whether the 
boys were good or questionably average citizens. 
The girls' and boys' probation officers and officials 
of the Juvenile Court ·.v ere t h en approached. They were likewise 
most interested in the Scale , but stated that they were legally 
prevented by state lavvs from revealing the names of any persons 
with whom they have contact. Under those circumstances, they 
could see no way of being of any help. Ho wever, it is doubtful 
, if any information would have been forthcoming since bo th school 
principals stated that they knew of no one on the list with ju-
lvenile court contacts at that time. 
The problem then evolved as to what further informa-
tion the schools t hemselves could offer. In School X a deten-
,tion room is held to handle general school offenses, but records 
of thos e sent there were incomplete. Pupils are sent there for 
such things as forge tting absenc e excuses or minor corridor of-
fenses, as well as for truancy, smoking , and habitual poor be-
· havior , so that in many instances one would not be justified in 
including all those sent to the detention room as having serious 
behavior difficulties. 
In School Y a sy stem exists by which the pupil re-
ceives a 11 Un" (Unsattsfacto ry) on hi s report card for unsatis-
factory behavior and attitude in each subject and in his home -
room. The number of "Uns" per pupil in the group was compiled 
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to be considered ';Vi th their Scale scores. (See Appendix A) 
Since truancy and poor school attendance are consid-
ered as indicative of undesirable behavior in many circumstances, 
the Attendan ce Officer was asked to s elect from the group the 
names of those families frequently visited by him, even though 
no official record of truancy were entered against the child. 
The Scale scores of those names submitted by him were then an-
alyzed. 
The following fall, in order to have a record for a 
complete year, a list of the grade-eight boys and girls receiv-
ing the ten highest and the ten lowest Scale scores was compiled 
for ' the pur po se of comparing their performance on the Scal e with 
their school citizenship, intelli gence and academic achievement. 
The results and findings will be more fully dis cussed 
and reported in the following chapter, Analysis of Data. 
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CHAPTER IV 
P~ALYSIS OF DNrA 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSI S OF DATA 
The purpose of this study is to further validate the 
K-D Proneness Scale by administering the Scale to an unselected 
group of junior high school pupils. 
Their Scale scores have been analyzed to ansvver the 
follmving questions: 
1. What relationship is there between the K-D Prone-
ness Scale scores and guidance teacher morale 
ratings? 
2. What relationship is there betv.reen the K-D Prone-
ness Scale scores and the number of unsatisfactory 
citizenship marks received in School X? 
3. What Scale scores were received by the pupils fre-
quently visited by the Attendance Officer? 
4. What were the Scale scores of those receiving the 
ten highest and ten lowest Sca le scores, taking 
into consideration, (a) morale rating, (b) school 
marks, (c) tardiness, (d) truancy, (e) I . Q . and 
(f) Iowa reading and arithmetic achi evement scores? 
A summarization of the data will be presented in the 
tables in this chapter. 
For interpreting scor•es on the K-D Proneness Scale, 
the Manual of Directions presents no norms. It does state that 
J!high positive scores, (plus 3 or above for boys, plus 6 or above 
for girls) indicate attitudes and opinions closely resembling 
those of delinquent groups; low negative scores, (minus 10 or 
below for boys, 0 or below for girls ) indicate responses similar 
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to a "hi gh -morale" group. 
In the analysis of these data , grade eight and grade 
nine scores will be pres ented separately on tables but discussed 
j ointly. Since boys and girls have separate scoring keys, t h eir 
scores Will be presented separately . 
The following table shows the f requency distribution 
of the boys' Scale scores: 
Table 2. Frequency Distribution of Scale 
Scores Boys 
Score Intervals Grade 8 Grade 9 
21 23 
18 20 1 
15 17 
12 14 
9 11 1 
6 8 2 
3 5 9 2 
0 2 8 8 
-3 1 20 9 
-6 4 15 16 
-9 ... 7 16 14 
-12 10 22 19 
_,:::: 
.... _, 13 13 14 
-18 16 9 14 
-21 19 4 6 
-24 22 2 2 
-27 25 2 
-30 28 
Number 119 109 
Median -8.7 -11.9 
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The medi an Scale scores shown on this table are lower 
by appr oximately 2 to 5 points than that of the Public School 
1 
Boy s reported in the Manual. 
Fifteen cases, or approximately 6. 5 per cent, lie in 
the delinquent-prone area of plus 3 and above. Sixt y-six cases, 
or 28.9 per cent, lie in the area below minus 10 described as 
2 
more similar to the "hi gh-morale" groLtp . 
The following table shows the frequency distribution 
1 of the gi rls' Scale scores: 
,, 
I· 
II 
li 
I 
Table 3. Frequency Distribution of Scale 
Scores Girls 
-
Score Intervals Grade 8 Grade 9 
12 
-
14 1 
9 - 11 4 
6 
-
8 1 1 
3 
-
r:::: 7 2 
-' 
0 - 2 6 5 
.;.3 
-
, 7 5 .... 
..;.6 
-
l( . 12 6 
-9 - 7 11 22 
-12 
-
10 10 22 
- 15 - 13 10 7 
-18 
-
16 7 6 
-21 
-
19 2 6 
-24 
-
22 3 
-27 - 25 1 
Number 75 85 
Median -7~5 -9.8 
1 William C. Kvaraceus, Ji:lanual of Directions, op . cit., p5. 
2 Ibid. - p5. 
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er by 
!I girls 
I 
same. 
The median Scale scores received by the girls are low-
approximately 3 to 5 points than that of the Public School 
1 
reported in the Manual. The range is very nearly the 
Only three cases lie in the delinquent-prone area of 
plus 6 and above. 137 cases, or 85 .6 per cent, lie in the area 
of 0 or belov,r deocri bed as those responding similar to the 
2 
' "hi gh-morale" group described in the Manual. 
'I'he following table shows the tendency of those b oys 
receiving a C morale rating to receive higher Scale scores, in-
dicating a susceptibility to delinquent behavior, than those 
rated as A. or B. 
1 William C. Kvaraceus, Manual of Directions, op . cit. p5. 
2 Ibid., p5. 
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Table 4. Frequency Table of School Morale 
Marks and Scale Scores Boys 
Score Int ervals Grade 9 Grade 8 . ' 
A B c A B 
I 
c 
18 - 20 I 1 15 - 17 
12 
- 14 
9 - 11 1 
6 
-
8 2 
3 - 5 1 1 ' 6 3 
0 - 2 6 3 ( 5 I 3 
-3 
-
1 t; 3 3 li+ I 3 -' 
-6 4 12 4 12 I 3 - I 
-9 7 2 10 ..., 1 10 5 - '-
-12 
-
10 1 14 4 2 16 4 
-15 
-
13 ~-- 8 3 2 9 3 
-18 
-
16 2_ 9 2 I 2 5 1 
-21 - 19 3 3 1 3 
-24 
-
22 1 1 2 
-27 - 25 2 
Total 14 
' 
70 2l) 11 82 26 I I ·-: / 
-
From this table it will be noted that no boy assigned 
an A rating r eceived a Scale score hi gher than minus 1, Vlhereas 
approximately 25 pe r cent of thos e boys assi gned a C rating were 
foun d to score above this same point on the Scale. 
While there is some overlapping among the criterion 
groups, there is a noticeable tendency for those receiving the 
1 
lo VJ est rating to receive t h e high er Scale score s in the delin-
quent- prone area. 
II 
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The following table shows the relationship between 
girls' Scal e scores and moral e r a ting . 
Table 5. Frequency Table of School Morale 
Marks and Scale Scores Girls 
Score I ntervals Grade 9 Grade 8 
A B c A B c 
I 
12 
-
14 1 
9 11 I 1 
- I 6 8 ' l 
-
3 - 5 1 i 1 1 7 
0 2 I 1 3 4 1 -
-3 
-
1 2 I 3 1 7 
- 6 - 4 2 2 2 2 9 1 
-9 
-
7 6 l 12 4 3 7 1 
-12 
-
10 5 I 13 4 3 7 
-15 - 13 5 2 I 3 7 -18 - 16 3 3 2 5 
-21 
- 19 3 3 2 
-24 
-
22 1 2 
-27 - 25 1 
Total 28 43 
' 
14 14 57 I 4 I 
The same genera l relat ionshi p exists between the 
s choo l morale rati ng and Scale scores for t h e gir l s ' group as 
has been observed f or the boys . No girl assigned a C rati ng re-
cei ved e. Scale score below minus 10 whi le A and B morale groups 
nent as low as minus 27. 
The Scale appears to be a slightly b e tter predictor of ! 
poor-morale with boys thc:m with gi rls. 
The followin g tab l e of Median Scale scores ac cording 
to school morale marks serves as a sumrrta.ry of the tendency for 
the lowest morale gro up to recei ve the highest Scale scores. 
Table 6. Median Scale Scores of Boys and 
Girls According to School Morale 
Ratings 
Bovs' Median Score Girls' Medi an S cor e 
Group Grade 8 Gl"'ade 9 Grade 8 Grade 9 
A- mor a le -12.5 -17 -10.5 -11.3 
B- mora le -7.':(. -9 -6.7 -9.9 
C-morale -6.5 -5.6 -2 -7.3 
Number 119 109 75 85 
Th e attemp t to compare Sca le ocores with the number of 
unsat i s f a ctory citizenship marks, ref erre d to in this study as 
"Uns ", i n School Y- prove d uns atisfa ctory. (Se e Appendi x A) 
Th e mean Scale score of those receiving three or more uns atis-
fac t ory ci t i zenshi p mar ks for grade nine boys is minus 6.8 and 
. t hat o f grade nine girls is minus 8, which is not f ar out of 
line with t he median Scale scores reported for the C-morale 
gr oup . (Se e Table 6) 
Only one girl received t hree r a ti ngs of unsati sfact ory 
citi ze n shi p . 
il 
'I 
Th e follo wi ng table sho·ws the Scale s cores of boys fre-
quently vi sited by t he Attendance Officer. 
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Table 7. Scale Scores of Boys Frequently 
Visited by the Attendance Officer 
., Grade 9 
-
Grade 8 
Code Name.J.. Scale Score Code Name S ce.le Score 
L-M-18 4 L-Ivi-1 9 
B-!vi-10 -9 L-M-9 l+ 
L-M-15 ~9 B-M-35 2 
B-Ivi-54 -13 B-M-46 0 
L-M-16 -16 L-M-8 0 
L-M-14 -16 B-M-25 -1 
B-M-47 -2 
L-M-46 
-5 
B-M-11 
-7 
L-M-53 -7 
B-M-24 -8 
B-M-36 -11 
L-M:-34 -12 
L-M-40 
-13 
Number 6 Number 14 
Out of the t wenty c9-ses 13 boys, or 65 per cent, ob-
tained Scale s cores above the median obtained in this study. 
These s cores above the median may be considered to be in the 
1direction which tends to i ndicate a susceptibility to delin-
1 
quency. 
I 
If one considers the categor ies set up in the Manual 
2 1bf Directions, then three cases fall in the delinquent-prone 
!\category of high scores and six fall in the delinquent-free area 
1 The code name refers to the school and pupil and was merely 
for this writer's convenience in identifying cases. 
2 Kvaraceus, Manual of Directions, op. cit. p6 . 
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with lovv scores. 
The range for all boys is from mi nus 27 to p lus 20. 
The range for t his group is from minus 16 to p lus 9, with six 
cases or 30 per cent from 0 or above. 
It can be noted that there is a sli ght tendency for 
this group to receive the hi~1er scores in the direction i ndicat-
ing de l inquency, but this tendency is small and the evi dence 
supporting t his tendency is no t too r eliable. 
The fol l owi ng tables show the Scale scores o f the boys 
receiving the ten hii; hest an d ten lowest Scal e s cores taking in-
to consideration moral e rating, tardiness, and t ruancy. 
Table 8. Morale Rating , Tar diness, Truancy 
of t he Boy s Re cei ving the Ten 
Hi ghest S cale Scores 
Co de Name Score Rating Tardiness 
L-Ivi- 1-8 19 c 7 
L-M-13-8 5 B 1 
L-M-39-8 5 c 2 
B-M-14-8 5 c 2 
B-M-38-8 4 B 
I 
1 
B-M-39-8 4 B 0 
B-M-49-8 4 B 0 
B-M-1-8 4 B 0 
L-M-9-8 4 c 4 
L-M-8-8 3 B 0 
Truan cy 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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•rable 9. :Morale Rating , Tar diness, Truancy 
of the Boy s Receiving the Ten 
Lowe s t Scale Scores 
Code Name Score Rating Tardiness 
B-M-16-8 -17 c 1 
B- M-9-8 -16 B 8 
B-M-10-8 -16 B 1 
B-M-23-8 -16 A 0 
B-M-54-8 -16 B 0 
L-M-48-8 -16 B 3 
L-M-12-8 -18 B 1 
B-M-41-8 -18 A 0 
L-M-4-8 -19 B 0 
L-M-18-8 ..:.19 B 0 
B-:rd-18-8 -21 B 2 
B-M-31-8 -21 A 0 
L-M-7-8 -22 B 0 
B- M- 4-8 ..:.24 B 3 
Truancy 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Th e h i e;he s t r a nge of Scal e s core s was from p lus 3 to 
'p lus 19 , the lo v1 es t range wa s f rom minu s 17 t o minus 24. 
Four ca ses out of ten i n the h i gh-score group r e ceived 
a C rating but ~nly one cas e out of fo urteen occurred in t h e low 
1 s core gr oup . 
I 
;; 
II 
II 
jl 
I 
All schoo l s make a concerted effort to avoid tardiness, 
yet 60 per cent of t he hi gh-s core gr oup showed tardiness, while 
1onl.y 50 per cent of t h e low-score group had any cases and these 
are in general fewer pe r person. 
Th e tvvo cas es of official truancy were found to be :tn 
t he hi gh-score or delinquent-prone group. 
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F'rom the data presented on these tables, Scale scores 
11 
do differentiate betv;een the low-score group and the high-score 
I gr oup . 
The following tables show the Scale scores of the boys 
receiving the ten hi ghest and ten lowest Scale scores taking in-
to consideration school marks (A and E), I. Q., reading and 
1 arithmetic achievement scores. 
I 
Code Name 
Table 10. Marks, I. Q., Achievement Scores 
of the Boys Receiving the Ten 
Highest Scale Scores 
Score Marks Calif-
A E ornia Read. 
Iowa 
Arith. 
I.Q. (norm 8. 6) 
I 
L-iv'I-1-8 19 1 6 88 6.5 6.7 
L-M-13-8 5 0 5 94 6.4 9 .5 
L-M~39-8 5 4 9 ' 81 5-7 6.2 
B-:M-14-8 5 0 16 101 8.9 10.1 
B-M-38-8 4 1 1 97 7.2 6.7 
B-M- 39-8 4 0 4 86 6.8 7.0 
B-I·Jl-49-8 4 0 2 97 7.6 8.3 
B-M-1-8 4 1 4 88 6.8 7.8 
L-M-9-8 4 9 2 102 7-5 7.2 
L-Ivi-8-8 11 1 94 8.6 9.8 
-- -
- -
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Co de 
Table 11. Marks, I . Q., .chievement Scores 
of the Boy s Receiving the Ten 
Lowest Scale Scores 
l'!ame Score Marks Calif- ' 
A E ornia Read . 
Iowa 
Ari th . 
I. Q. (norm 8 . 6) 
B-M-16-8 -17 1 0 lll 9 .5 8.2 
B-M-9-8 -16 0 2 127 11.0 9-5 
B-M-10-8 ..:.16 0 1 108 7-7 7.0 
B-M-23-8 -16 2 0 97 8.8 8 .2 
B-M-54-8 -16 0 1 92 8.2 7.6 
L-M-48-8 -16 4 2 87 6.6 6 .5 
L-!d-12-8 -18 4 l I 98 9.1 8.1 
B- M-LJ-1-8 ..;.18 2 0 133 11.0 11.0 
L-M-4-8 -19 10 0 106 8.2 9.6 
L-M-18-8 ~19 2 0 117 10.4 10.5 
B-M-18-8 -21 0 0 106 7.6 8 . 6 
B-:M-31-8 .,;. 21 26·)f- 0 120 11 .0 11.2 
L-M-7-8 -22 6 4 106 10.4 8 . 6 
B-M-4-8 -24 0 15 90 10.1 6.8 
·:!- Honor Roll 
Marks, including all subjects , showed a decided tend-
ency to be poorer in the hi ghe r score gr oup with all persons re-
ceiving s om e failures, yet 50 per cent of the low-score group in 
the deli nquent-free area had no failures at all. ' \>bile one case 
in the hi gh group had 11 A's, yet that score wa s the lowe s t for 
t h a t group , ( + 3), the rating was B, and the name does not appear 
on the Attendance Officer list or those receiving unsati s f a ctory 
citi zenshi p marks. Likewise the exception in the low-score 
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group as having many E 1 s may be noted as having the lowest I. Q . 
of t he entire gr oup. 
The California I. Q. for the high group ranges from 
86 through 102, while that of the low-score gr oup ranges from 87 
through 133. While it is generally accepted that there is a 
n egative correlation between delinquency and intelligence, this 
study reveals a de cided difference in the S ca le scores received, 
with the low-s core group, or those considered as delinquent-free, 
having markedly hi gher I. Q. . 1 s . 
Reading and arithmetic achievement scores were also 
I 
' foun d to be markedly superior as a group for those receivin3 the 
lowest Scale scores. The exceptions ar•e in general in keeping 
I With their intelli gence quotients. 
The fo llo·wing tables show the Scale scores of the 
girls receiving the ten highest and ten lowest Scale scores tak-
'ing into consideration morale rating , tardiness, and truancy. 
Table 12. Morale Rating , Tardiness, Truancy 
of the Girls Receiving the Ten 
Hi ghest Scale Score s · 
Code Name Score Rating Tardiness 
B-F-12-8 12 B 0 
L-F-23-8 8 c 0 
L-F-6-8 4 B 0 
L-F-16-8 4 B 1 
B-F-19-8 4 B 0 
B-F-25-8 4 B 0 
B-F-2-8 3 B 0 
B-F-16-8 3 B 1 
B-F-5-8 2 B 
-
3 
B-F-26-8 2 B 0 
.Truancy 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Table 13. Morale Rating, Tardiness, Truancy 
of the Girls Receiving the Ten 
Lowest Scale Scores 
Code Name Score Rating Tardiness 
I 
-L-F-5-8 -11 B 0 
L-F-26-8 -16 B 0 
L-F-39-8 -16 I B 1 
L-F-27-8 -16 B 0 
L-F-1-8 -17 A 0 
B-F-15-8 -17 B 0 
L-F-40-8 -18 B 1 
L-F-42-8 .:.18 B 0 
L-F-45-8 -20 B 0 ) 
L-F-32-8 -21 B 0 
L-F-29-8 -25 B 0 
Truancy 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
There were only fourteen C ratings assigned to all 
grade eight girls with one occurring in the high-score group and 
none in the low-score, the only A occurring in the low-score 
group. 
Three out of the ten receiving the highest scores 
showed tardiness but only t wo of t he eleven in the low-score 
gr oup showed t ardiness. 
No truan cy i s reported for either group. 
The follo wi ng tables show the Scale scores of gi rls 
re ceiving the ten hi ghest and ten lovrest Scale score s taking 
into considerati on school marks ( A and E), I. Q ., and reading 
and arithme t ic achievement scores. 
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Table 14. Marks, I . Q. , and Achievement 
Scores of the Girls Receiving 
the Ten Highest Scale Scores 
Code Name Score Marks Calif-
A E ornia Read. 
Iowa 
Arith. I I • Q, . (norm 8 . 6) 
-
B-F-12-8 12 4 0 98 7.4 
L-F-23-8 8 4 1 82 4.2 
L-F-6-8 4 7 0 103 8.8 
L-F-16-8 4 2 6 89 6.8 
B-F-19-8 4 0 0 107 7.7 
B-F-25-8 4 0 1 89 8.0 
B-F-2-8 3 0 2 76 6.8 
B-F-16-8 3 1 1 111 9.0 
B-F-5-8 2 0 3 97 7.2 
B-F-26-8 2 0 2 91 
Code 
Table 15. Marks , I.Q., and Achievement 
Scores of the Girls Receiving 
the Ten Lowest Scale Scores 
Name Score Marks Calif-
5.5 
A E ornia Read. 
8.0 
6.8 
8.2 
6.6 
8.2 
---
7.0 
8.7 
7.3 
7.6 
Iowa 
Arith . 
I .Q,. (norm 8. 6) 
L-F-5-8 -11 4 1 104 9.0 7.1 
L-F-26-8 -16 15~~ 0 95 8.9 7.4 
L-F-39-8 -16 22 0 127 10.5 8.5 
L-F-27-8 -16 27 0 107 8.5 9.3 
L-F-1-8 .:.17 22 .. ~~ 0 106 9 .. 5 8 .0 
B-F-15-8 -17 207~ 0 113 9-7 10.9 
L-F-40-8 -18 18~~- 0 124 10.1 10.8 
L-F-42-8 .:.18 19~~ 0 120 10.6 10.5 
L-F'-45-8 -20 44* 0 119 11.0 10.6 
L-F-32-8 -21 7 0 92 8.6 8.6 
L-F-29-8 -25 27~~ 0 109 7.6 8.1 
I 
->~ Honor Roll 
Marks were decidedly superior in the low-score group 
(considered to be delinquent-free) with seven cases of honor 
roll (65 per cen t ) and only one E. Of the high-score group , 
(cons i dered to be delinquent-prone ) 70 per cent showed some 
failure s , and while 50 pel' cent received s ome A ' s the number per 
person was decidedly le ss than in the low- score gr oup. 
The California I.Q. ranges for high-score girl s from 
76 through 111, while those of the low-scor es range from 92 
t hrough 127. 
The Iowa Reading and Ari t hmetic achievement tests 
1likewise were supe r i or fo r the low-score gr oup with no one 
a chieving below grade s even, yet five of the high-score group 
went a s low as 4.2. 
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CH AP1'ER V 
SU:lliiMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Jl 
I 
\ 
CHAPTER V 
S UlviJVIJL"R.Y lil'JD CONCLUSI ONS 
Summary 
The purpo se of this study was to provi de a further 
study of the valid ity of the K-D Proneness Scale by: (1) com-
paring Scale scores with school mo rale ratings , (2) determining 
what Scale scores were re ceived by boys specifically known to I . 
the Attendance Office r , (3) determining what Scale scores were 
jreceived by those receiving unsatisfactory citi zenship marks in 
,, Schoo l Y, and ( 4 ) making a further analysis of the Scale scores 
of tho.se receivi ng the ten hi ghest and ten lowest Scale scores. 
The K-D Proneness Scale consists of s eventy -four mul-
tip le choice questions , each one having four responses. The 
ansv.;e r s chosen e,r e intended to i ndicate how the subject feels 
or thinks about the question. 
The Scale was administered t o 109 gr a de nine boys, 
119 gr ade eight boys, 85 grade nine gi rls, and 75 grad e ei ght 
gi r1s. 
Conclusions 
From an analysis of the data p r esented in t hia study, 
; the following tentative conclusions are dravm : 
1. r he me di an Sca le s cores tend to be l ower 
(showing less tend ency toward delinquency ) in 
45 
grade nine than in grade eigh t. The difference, 
however, is not significant. 
2. The boys and girls receiving the lowest mol"ale 
rating showed a decided tendency to receive t he 
hi ghest Scale scores, i ndi cating a greater tend-
ency to ward delinqt..tency; the boys an d girls re-
ceiving the hig_hest morale rating showed a decided 
tendency to receive the lowest Scale scores , in-
dicating a freedom from delinquency . 
3. Girls received fe wer C morale ratings than 
did boys. 
4 . There was no relationship between Scale scores 
and the number of unsatisfactory citizenship mal"lcs 
("Uns") received in School Y. .The Scale is not 
a predictor of poor citizenship as defined by i n-
dividual teacher ratings. 
5. There was a s 11 ght tendency for the boys fre-
quently visited by the Attendance Officer to re-
ceive the hi gher fJcale scores , which indicate a 
tendency toward delinquent behavior. 
6. Scale scores did differentiate between those 
receiving the ten highest and the ten lowest Scale 
s cores in considering morale-rating , tardiness, 
and truancy. 
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7. There was a decided tendency for those with 
the hi~~est intelligence quotients and academic 
achievement to receive the lowest Scale scores; 
t here was a decided tendency for those with the 
lowest intelligence quotients and academic 
a chievement to receive the highest Scale scores, 
Which indicate a proneness to delinquency. 
In li ght of the data as revealed in t his study, this 
writer fee ls that the K-D Proneness 'rest is a fairly valid test 
,but, a s the f!I.:mual of Directions for the Test states: 
"Care should be taken to avoid typing 
chi ldren as predelinquent on the basis of the 
Scale alone. The Scale score, like any test 
score, should be interpreted against the back-
ground of all other information as to the per-
sonality structure and environment of the in-
dividual." 
Limitations of the Study 
Certain limi tations to this study exis t: 
1. It was not po ssible to establish any criteria 
outside of the schools with Vlhi ch to compare Scale 
scores. 
2. A certain overlapping of established criteria 
exists. Unsatisfactory citizenship marks and sus-
picion of truancy are necessar~ly reflected in the 
citi zenshi p ranking gi ven by the guidance counselors. 
3. Some groups investigated were too small to be of 
any statistical significance. 
4. School records often did not show sufficient 
evidence to indicate definite behavior difficulties. 
5. The material of the 1952 r evision of the K-D 
Proneness Sca.le Manual was not available to this 
author at the time of writing. 
L~8 
ilPPENDIX A 
r---------------------------.............. 
Table 16. Scale Scores of Those Receiving Unsatisfactory 
Citizenship Marks by Subjects and in the Home 
Room 
SCHOOL Y - BOYS 
GRADE 9 - BOYS GR .. IillE 8 - BOYS 
Code Name Score Number Code Name Score Number 
Received Received 
L-M-18 4 4 L-Ivi- 1 19 1 
L-M-10 i . 2 3 L-M-13 5 1 
L-M-22 -2 3 L-M- 39 5 5 
L-M-4 ' -2 4 L-M-11 0 5 ·. ' 
L-M-13 -5 3 L-M-37 - 1 1 
L-M-30 -5 1 L-M-42 -1 7 
L-Tvi-4 3 - 5 1 L-M-16 -1 2 
L-M-45 -6 2 L-Iv!-14 -2 2 
L-M-1 -6 6 L-M-23 -2 1 
L-M- 17 -7 3 L-M-38 -2 1 
L-M-32 -8 . 4 L-M-51 -2 1 
L-M-36 -8 2 L-M-17 -5 3 
L-M-15 -0 3 L-M-43 - 7 2 ..., 
L-M- 19 - 10 4 L-M- 20 -8 1 
L-M-49 -11 3 L-M-24 -10 1 
L-1if-33 -12 1 L-M-30 - 10 1 
L-:M-44 -12 1 L-M-19 -11 2 
L-M- 23 -15 1 I L-M-25 -11 4 
L-M-3 -16 2 I L-M-41 -11 4 
L-M-14 -16 7 I L-M-34 I 
-12 2 
L-M-39 -16 1 I L-M-3 -13 1 
L-M-6 -19 3 I L-M-5 I - 13 1 I 
L-M-12 -19 2 I L-M- 21 - 13 3 
I L-M-4o -13 5 L-M-49 -14 2 
I L-M-15 I -14 2 
I L-M-12 - 18 3 
·I L-M-4 - 19 1 I, L-M-7 -22 1 
,I 
' 
/l 
' 
N = 23 N = 29 i 
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Table 17. Scale Scores of Those ReceiVing Unse.ti sf actory 
Citizenship Marks by Subjects and in the Home 
Room 
SCHOOL Y - GIRLS 
GRADE 9 - GIRLS GRADE 8 - GIRLS 
Code Name Score Number Code Name Score Number 
Received f Received 
' 
L-F-26 5 1 L-F-16 ~ 4 1 
L-F-12 2 2 L-F-14 J. 1 
L-F-10 2 1 L-F-19 -4 1 
L-F-9 -4 1 L-F-25 -11 2 
L-F-27 -7 1 L-F-18 -14 1 
L-F-29 -8 3 
L-F-14 -9 1 
L-F-50 I -10 1 L-F-6 -12 1 I L-F-11 
I 
-12 1 
L-F-15 -12 1 
L-F-25 -15 1 
I 
N-· ; 13 I N ; 5 _l_ 
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APPENDIX B 
.SJ 
K. D PRONENE·s·s , SCALE 
By WILLIAM C. KVARACEUS, Professor of Education, Boston University. 
Name ... .. ,,, .. .. . ... . ....... . · . . . .. . .............. . . .... ..... . ....... . · .... Boy .... . Girl .... . 
School (or Group) ... . ... ....... . ... . ... .............. . ......... · .. ·. ... ... . ... . . Grade ...... ,. 
Age Last Birthday .. , . . . Years Date . .. .... ....... 19 ...• 
DIRECTIONS 
THE questions in this booklet ask how you feel about certain things. This is not a test. There are no right 
or wrong answers. Read each question and the four ans~ers that follow it. Select the answer that best 
describes how you really feel about the question. Do not skip any questions. Answer every question as you 
c ome to it. Remember, there are no right or wrong answers. Be sure to choose the answer that best tells 
how you feel about the question. 
Here is a sample question to show you how to mark ~e answers. 
Sample A. . Of the following, the color I like best is - . . .1. 
1 red 2 brown 3 blue 4 green . . ........ : .. . .. .. .. . .... . ..... .. ..... n 
2 3 • 
H 
· De<;:ide which of these colors you like best an'd draw a line under your answer. Now look at the number 
beside the color which you picked. Put a heavy black mark in the answer space at the right which is under 
the number of the answer which you have picked. For example, if you like "blue" best, you will draw a line 
under the word "blue." Since "blue" is number 3, .you will put a heavy black line in the answer space under 
the number 3. 
When you are told to start, read each question and decide upon your answer, ·then record the answer in 
the same manner as you have done for the sample. Y op will be given time enough to finish all ~e questions. ' 
Do not open your booklet unt£/ you are told to do so. 
Published hy World Book Company, rankers-on-Hudson, New rork, and Chicago, Rlinois 
. I 
Copyright 1950 hy World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved. Printed in U.S.A. 
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ANSWER 
SHEET 
Plus 
Score __ 
Minus 
Score __ 
Total 
Scale 
Score __ ,_. 
··J· . 
. ·~ ·"·' ;'• .: ~ .: . 
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• .. :r-
. ~ .:· ~ ' . : . 
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66 ,, 
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.. 
·69 70 71 72 
73 ·u 75 76 
69 i i :: 
77 78 79 80 
81 82 83 84 
85 86 .. 87 . 88 
89 90 91 92 
93 94 95 90 
.74'11 
. 97 98 99 100 
75 u 
NoTE. This answer sheet is not intended for machine scoring. 
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41 
.. 
65 66 67 68 
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43 
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75 76 
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81 82 83 84 
46 
.. 
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47 u 
89 
48 n 
90 92 
93 94 95 96 
97 98 99 100 
2 4 
51 
.. 
5 7 8 
9 10 11 . 12 
53 
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54 l ~ 
17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 
25 
57 u 
26 27 28 
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77 
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' 1. Ofthe' following, the drink I like best• is- K D Proneness Scale PAGE 3 
1 soda pop . 2 milk ' 3 water 4 coffee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
2. Of 'the following · subjects, the one I like to stuoy best is-
5 English 6 science 7 art or drawing 8 manual training or home economics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
3. Those who get the best jobs are usually the ones who -
9 know the r'ight person 10 are the best trained 11 are the luckiest 12 work the hardest . . .. ... 3 
4; Going to high school is -
13 a waste of time 14 all right for Some people but not for me 
15 all right if you can take the course you want 16 necessary for success . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . 4 
' ;· 
5. If a person called me a dirty name, I would -
17 fight the person 18 tell him where to get off 19 say and do nothing . 20 laugh it off. . . . . . . . 5 
6. Of the following sports, the one I like best to watch is a -
21 baseb_all game 22 prize fight 23 horse race 24 basketball -game . .. : .. .. .. . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
7. When· I do m y schoolwork I get my reward-
· 25 always 26 sometimes 27 seldom 28 nev:er ... . .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
8. Parerits usually understand their children-
29 very well 30 quite well 31 not very well 32 not. at all . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
9. If I want to be popular I h ave to do wh at the crowd does -
33 all of the time 34 most of the time 35 some of the time 36 seldom or never . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
10. Failure is usually due to -
37 bad habits )8 bad companions 39 lack of .ability 40 lack of hard work . . ... . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. 10 
11. The pupils who have the best a ttendance records are a lmost always -
41 honor students 42 good students 43 poor students 44 sissies .... . . . · .. . .. . . . ...... .. . . ... . . 11 
12. During the summ:er I would like best to stay - ... 
45 around the house 46 at a summer ·camp away from home . 
47 at a YMCA (YWCA) day camp 48 at the playground near home .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . 12 
13. Of the following, I would least like to be a -
49 teacher 50 minister 51 doctor 52 crooner . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . ... . .. · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '~ 
14. You have lots more 'fun if you live in a family with-
53 no brothers or sisters 'S4 only one brother or sister . 
55 two or three brothers or sisters ' 56 four or more brothers or sisters .. . ... .. .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . u 
15. Most boys stay in school because ~hey ~ , 
57 are required by law to do so 58 have to learn to make a living 
59 want t~ go to college 60 like school . .. .. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
16. Most teachers are -
61 very fair 62 fair most of the time 63 seldom fair 64 never fair ..... . .. . . . . . .. ...... ..... . 16 
17. Smoking is a habit that~ ... 
65 does not hurt anyone 66 hurts everyone a little 
67, hu'rts some people but not others 68 ~urts most people a great deal . .. . . ..... . . .. ..... ... .... .. . 17 
18. The secret of success is -
69 just luck 70 hard work 71 ability 72 money .... . .. .. . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . .. .. . ... . . . . .. . . . 
19. ·, Of the following, I would like most to be a famous -
73 movie actor (actress) 74 athlete 75 scientist 76 writer . . ... ... . . . .. . . . . . . . ... . .. . . .... . . . 
20. Most people who do something wrong do not think tha t they -
77 will be caught 78 will be punished 79 are really doing wrong 80 are hurting others .. . . . 
[ 3 ] (Go right on to the next 
21. Which of the following drinks do you like best? 
81 ginger ale 82 coke 83 root beer 
KD 
84 milk shake . ....... : .. .. ~ ............ .. .. . .. . . 
22. If I am asked to do something which I think is not reasona ble, I -
85 refuse to do it 86 argue first and then do just enough to get by 
87 do what I'm told and then argue later 88 do what I'm told and say no hing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
23. The schoolwork tha t the teacher gives m e is usually-
89 very hard 90 fairly hard 91 fairly easy 92 very easy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
24. I have the most fun when I play -
93 in my own house 94 in my own yar.d 95 on my street 96 on the p ayground near my ho~se . . 24 
25. Being successful usually means having-
97 a big fortune 98 many friends 99 your name in the paper 100 t e respect of many people .. . 
26. The best teachers are the ones who are -
1 very easy 2 fairly easy · 3 fairly hard 4 very hard . ..... .. . ... . 
Most policemen try to -
5 help you 6 scare you 8 get something on you . ... . . . 
27. 
7 bos~ you 
28. I would like to a ttend the movies-
9 once a week 1 0 twice a week 11 three or four times a week 12 very day .. . .. . . ... . .... . 
Cheating in school is usually done by-
13 only a few bad pupils 11 none of the pupils 15 most of the pupils · 16 all of the pupils . .. .. 29 29. 
30. Whenever I get into serious trouble, other people are to blame-
17 always 18 almost always 19 sometimes 20 seldom or never. : . ) .. . ..... . ...... . . . ....... 30 
Teachers know what they are talking about- · / / 
21 always 22 most of the time 23 some of. the time 2~peldom or tr.,-v~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 1 ( - ~ . / 
31. 
32. Older people understand younger people -
25 very well 26 rathcr well 27 only a little • • • • • • 0 0. 
33. Of the following subj ects, which do you dislike the most? 
29 history or social studies 30 mathematics 31 English 
34. A boy or girl should be allowed to be his own boss when he i&-
33 14 years old 34 16 years old 35 18 years old \ 36 21 ye 
35. People who live in fine houses usually are - ' I 
37 the best people in town 38 smarter and more ed'ilcated than m~st . 
39 just lucky 40 crooked in business ............. : ~. · .. . . . .. , ..... \ ..... . 1 ••• 
. !
36. In a family it is best to be-
41 the oldest child 42 the youngest child 43 the only child 44 one of a large 
37. In schools the good marks are usua lly given to those who -
45 do the best work 46 work the hardest 
4 7 only make believe they are working 48 are teachers' pets .. ... .... . . ... .. . .. ..... .. · . . .. ... . '. . . . 3 7 
When I leave schooi or gradua te, I shall- . ~ .. 
49 take any job that comes along 50 find a good job 
51 take it easy for a while 52 go to another school or college . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 
H appiness is impossible without- · 1 
53 love 54 friends 55 a home 56 money . . .... . . . . .. ...... .. ... -~· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
Of the following, the color I like best is -
57 red 58 black 59 yellow 60 blue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
• 0 
38. 
39. 
40. 
.~· · 
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62 with one friend 63 with two or thre.e . friends 64 with a big gang .. ... . . : . 41 
42. For the most trouble I have ever been in -
65 others 
67 I was 
to blame more than I was 66 others were to blame as much as I was 
to blame 68 I was wholly to blame . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 
43. I would like to in bed late in the morning-
70 Saturdays and Sundays 71 Sundays 72 seldom or never . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43 
44. the sport I like best is -
.u"~.u.us 1 or hunting 74 overnight hiking · 75 football or baseball , 76 wrestling .. .. . .. . . . ... . 
45. the vegetable I like best is -
78 pot;ato 79 spinach 80 carrot 
••• 0 • • • • •• • • • 0 • • • 0 0 . 0 ••• •• • • • • • • •• • • • •• • • • • 0 0. 0 • • 
46. can usually be depended upon to do -
to help me 82 a little to help me 
help me · 84 all they can to help me .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. ... .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . ... .. . 
47. 
86 almost always get me into trouble 
:>V~""''•"I'~~a get me into trouble 88 never get me into trouble . .. . . .... .. .. ... ... .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . 
48. have known, I have liked-
90 most of them 91 some of them 92 only one of them . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. ... .. . . . 
During the past I have worried about my family -
93 all the time 94 most of the time 95 some of the time 96 not at all . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . .. .. . . 
49. 
I think about wlX,_a.t I'll do when I get out of school- , 
97 all the ;~-· -:;.~ most of the time 99 some of the time 100 not at all . . . . . .. . . ... ... .. . . . . . . 
Going to school c uses me t~e worried and upset-
1 all 2 'most the time 3 some of the time 4 never .. . . .. . . .. .. .... . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . 
50. 
51. 
7 extremely unlucky 8 unlucky .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . ... .. . . . . .. . .. . . 
IS- . ~>-
10 quite inportant 11 not very important 12 very unimportant . . .. . . ...... 53 
·boys the ones who -
·'get into mischief 14 sometimes get into mischief 
get mischief 1~ almost ~ever get into mischief. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 
in school, i can have the most fun -
in the mornings 18 in the 1afternoons 19 around noon 20 around midnight . . . . .. . . ... . .. . 55 
pupils who skip school are usually 'the ones who get-
21 the best marks 22 good marks 23 fair marks 24 the poorest marks . ... . .. . ... ... .. . . .. . . . . 
57. Going to college is -
25 necessary for success 26 all right if you can afford it . . 
27 all rigl;lt if you have the ability 28 just a waste of time and money ... . . . . . .... . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . 
Most teachers acj ·; like other human beings - , 
29 alway · 30 most of the time 31 some of the time 32 .seldom or never ... .. . . .. ......... . .. . 
The time when · 'shall leave home I look forward to--. . 
33 not at 11 34 sometimes 35 often 36 very often .. ... . .. .. . . ... ... ... . .... . . .......... . . . 
58. 
59. 
60 • . Going to schooll :ight now is doing me- . 
37 agree deal of good 38 some good 39 more harm than good 40 a great deal of harm ... .. 
/ [ s L, 
, r 
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61. During the past month I have been worrying about iny health-
41 all the time 42 most of the time 43 some of the time 
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44 none of the time .. . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61 
62. Teachers and principals usually treat pupils like -
45 slaves and work animals 46 someone beneath them 4 7 little children 48 their equals . . . . . . 62 
63. The police -
49 are usually very fair 50 make some .mistakes 51 favor the rich 
f 
52 are usually unfair . .. ... . 63 
64. Failing marks on your report card usually mean-
53 you didn't do your work 54 you are dumb 
55 your teacher doesn't like you 56 you have been absent a lot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 
65. The best time of the year is-
57 Christmas 58 Easter 59 summer 60 Thanksgiving .. . . ... ·: . . .. .. . .. . ............. . : . . . . . . 65 
66. Of the following, the dessert I like best is -
61 · jello 62 ·bread pudding 63 custard 64 pie . .... ........ . : , ... : '.. . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . 66 
67. On my report card I USl1ally get -
65 all honor marks 66. mostly good marks 67 fair marks 68 some failure marks . · ~ . ..... . . . .... 67 
68. Of the following, the game I like best is - . 
69 checkers 70 bingo 71 marbles 72 authors ... ..... .... .. .. .. .. . . ... . ......... ... . .' ... . .. 68 
69. School rules and regulations have good reasons behind them -
73 always 74 almost always 75 some of the time 76 seldom or never . ...... ... .. ... .. . .... . . 
70. When I am with someone else and we want something to drink, Llike to-
77 buy my own drink 78 match to see who will pay 
79 fix it so the other person usually pays 80 pay for all the drinks . ..... . ..... ·: .... ... .. ... . . .. .. . . . 
71. If I had the money, I would like best to go to a- . 
81 dance 82 movie 83 concert 84 bowling alley ..... , ...... . .. . .. .. .. ... ... ...... . .. : ... . . 
72. People who wear fine clothes usually are -
85 just lucky 86 smarter than other people . . 
87 better educated than others 88 the best people in town ..... .. . .. : . .... ... ... , ......... . ... . .. . 
73 . It is the most fun to have-
89 no girl friends 90 one girl friend 91 a few girl friends 92 lots of girl friends . . . . . . . . : . . . . 73 
74 . It is the most fun to have-
93 no boy friends 94 one boy friend 95 a few boy friends 96 •lots of boy friends . . . .. ........ 74 
75. I have learned that I can trust-
., 97 most people 98 some people 99 a few people 100 no one . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 
I 
\ • 
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K D PRONENESS SCALE AND CHECK LIST 
By WILLIAM C. KVARACEUS, Professor of Education, Boston University 
Introduction 
IN RECENT years much interest and concern have been 
expressed for the welfare and wholesome grqwth of the 
or socially inadequate child. This wide-
spread concern has manifested itself in many ways. 
In November, 1946, the Attorney General called a 
national conference on prevention and control of 
juvenile delinquency in Washington, D. C. This 
conference 1 focused the thinking of many authorities 
who come in close contact with youth on the causes of· 
delinquent behavior and techniques for prevention and 
rehabilitation. Since 1941, four states- California, 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, and· Massachusetts - have 
revised their laws relating to the juvenile delinquent 
and have established Youth Authorities or Youth 
Service Boards 2 in an effort to deal more effectively 
with the problems of the delinquent from a state level, 
offering systematic and scientific aid to local com-
mumttes. At the same time the National Society 
for the Study of Education 3 devoted Part I of its 
Forty-seventh Yearbook to the consideration of the 
schools' responsibility in dealing with the delinquent 
child. In addition a number of major publications '-
have appeared and have added more informa tion to 
1 The Nation.al Conference for the Prevention and Control of 
Juvenile Delinquency, Summaries of Recommendations for Action. Wash-
ington: Government Printing Office; 1947. · 
2 John R. Ellingston: Protecting Our Children from Criminal Careers. 
New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.; 1948. 
3 The National Society for the Study of Education, Forty-seventh 
Yearbook, Part 1: Juvenile Delinquency and the Schools. Chicago: Uni-
versity of" Chicago Press; 1948. 
• Maud A. Merrill: Problems of Child Delinquency. Boston : Hough-
Mifflin Company; 1947 . 
. C. Kvaraceus: Juvenile Delinquency and the School. Yonkers-on-
I'\ew York: World Book Company; 1945. 
(~rr-Saunders, H erman Mannheim, and E. C. Rhodes: 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. New 
~lVJ.oLCIIJLlHolll Company; 1943. 
: Juvenile Delinquency. New York: McGraw-
ouli~pa~y , Inc. ; 1949. 
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the vast reservoir of scientific studies in the field of 
delinquent behavior. A recently compiled annotated 
and selected bibliography 5 on the subject of delin-
quency lists 972 references published between 1914 
and 1944. On the basis of this rich store of research, 
writing, and thinking, an attempt has been made to 
develop and refine two instruments, as described 
below, which will serve as aids in identifying those 
boys and girls who are vulnera ble, susceptible, or 
exposed to the development of delinquent patterns of 
behavior. These children may then be assisted 
better living and to wholesome growth and develo 
ment, through a program of prevention 
before the delinquent patterns have 
established and the children stand before 
To date most of the assistance being 
delinquent children may be characteri 
little and too late." 
Prevention and Control of Delinquen~ 
A COMMUNITY planning a deli~quency-prevf,ntion 
program will succeed in developing an effective, \in-
dividual, and causative attack on the problem to th\.~ 
extent that it can- \ 
(1) locate for referral and study those children 
and youth who, because of personal character-
istics and/ or environmental background, are 
highly exposed or vulnerable to the develop-
ment of undesirable behavior patterns; 
(2) study and diagnose the factors that strongly 
compel the child in the direction of undesirable 
behavior; 
' 5 P. S. De Q. Cabot (Compiler): ]uvenile D elinquency: A Critical 
Annotated Bibliography. _New York: H. W. Wilson Company; 1946. 
Published by World B ook Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illindis 
Copyright 1950 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved. Prilttd in U .S.A. a 
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(3) provide and use community agencies and re-
sources in an individually planned remedial or 
therapeutic program designed to overcome the 
factors inimical to wholesome development, 
either in the personality of the child or in his 
environment. 
n is to assist in the first of these three steps that the 
instruments described below have been developed. 
Locating the vulnerable or delinquency-prone 
child. An effective delinquency-prevention program 
must be based on early identification, detection, and 
r eferral for study and treatment of children who are 
surrounded by factors inimical to their wholesome 
development or who give evidence of personal charac-
teristics that suggest a need for assistance. D elin-
quent behavior does not develop overnight. The 
malbehaving child ordinarily displays many symp-
toms of potential or developing patterns of undesirable 
behavior long before he comes in conflict with the law. 
Various studies comparing delinquents with non-
delinquents have isolated specific traits or environ-
m e-ntal features that tend to characterize those chil-
dren who are "exposed" to the disease of delinquency. 
A scale which utilizes these predictive signs h as been 
constructed, as outlined below, in order to m ake 
"ble an early identification of the probable 
t. This Delinquency Proneness Scale (or K · D 
Scale, as it is called to prevent pupils from 
recogmzm. its purpose) has been found sufficiently 
sensitive · .n distinguishing b etween delinquent and 
non-delinquent children for its use to be recommended 
as one ai l:l in identifying potential delinquents. With 
what pr :cision this instrument can be used is indicated 
in this ~ vfanual in the sections on "Construction" and 
"Reliafoility." In addition, a Delinquency Proneness 
Clzeck/,List is provided as a companion aid in the proc-
ess elf early discovery and referral of children who 
are- •msceptible or vulnerable to the development of 
uPidesirable behavior p atterns. 
I ' 
The Scale and the Check List have been developed 
, 
1 to help .all those who shoulder a m ajor responsibility 
,· for the wholesome growth of children and youth in 
spotting children with whom effective preventive 
work can be carried on. Schoolteachers, guidance 
counselors, p8ychologists, visiting teachers, probation 
officers, Youth A,JJthority Boards, social workers, 
settlement-house \,:,orkers, recreational directors, the 
clergy, and others who deal daily w~th the problems of 
child growth and development should find this Scale 
and Check List valuable supplements in identifying 
those children who are especially vulnerable to the 
development of delinquent patterns of behavior. 
Only when these children are discovered at an early 
date and are assisted \n the direction of wholesome 
growth and development can the community say it 
is meeting effectively the problems of delinquency 
prevention. 
Studying and diagnosing the child's needs. 
After the vulnerable child has been identified , the 
school, home, or community can do little to aid until 
it discovers the reasons for his problem · behavior. 
All those children who are found to score "high" on 
the Scale (meaning that they respond in the same 
manner as delinquents do) should be referred to the 
appropria te child-study agen cy or workers, particularly 
· when corroborating evidence is found in the Check 
List, in school records, in the home, or in the neigh .. 
borhood picture, tha t sugges ts aay m aladjustment 
or tendency toward undesirable behavior. Effective 
immunization against delinquen cy can come only 
after careful study of the reasons or causes within the 
personality structure of the child or within his · 
vironment that tend to explain his bothersome 
havior. 
Since delinquent behavior, like acceptable behavior, 
always constitutes a unique reaction pattern, a pre-
vention and control program will not begin to be 
effective without adequate facilities for individua l 
child study, using medical, psychological, and psychi-
atric techniques. Once the delinquency-exposed 
child has been identified, use should be made of 
the services of available personnel, such as the 
guidance counselor , visiting teacher, psychiatric social 
worker , psychologist, physician, psychiatrist, and 
other specialists who are usu ally available in a good 
guidance clinic. Only when the services of thes-e 
specialists are brought to bear or't children who show 
tendencies tha t suggest developing problems can their 
work take on a- preventive fl avor. 
· Following through with remedial or rh,,r,.,n..,•n 
servtces. Once the child's needs have 
mined through a case-study approach, an indi 
ized remedial or therapeutic program should 
carried out, . utilizing all the community's resource~; , 
such as the school, YMCA, YWCA, boys' clubs, 4- H 
clubs, church, recreational programs, etc. Although 
the resources available in different communities vary 
in quantity and quality, the degree of communiW 
organization and coordination is seldom sufficient / o 
insure, for a particular child who is in dire need of :the 
services of a particular agency, the benefits. of 
agency in an individualized follow-up and 
program. Prevention and control of · 
quency call for frequent and systematic 
recreation, character-building, and 
cies in a carefully coordinated program 
child who needs help. Mter the child who 
quent-prone" has been identified, and his 
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and environmental needs have been disclosed, he 
should be brou'ght in contact with those com~unity 
agencies that can best serve his in,terests. 
T he K D Proneness Scale 
THE FOLLOWING paragraphs describe the construction, 
the validation, and the reliability of the Scale. 
CONSTRUCTION 
The ideas for the i terns in the K D Proneness Scale were 
derived from those areas in which significant differ-
ences between delinquents and non-delinquents have 
been reported in the research literature. Various in-
vestigators 1 h ave reported that those children who are 
delinquent or who become delinquent differ signifi-
·cantly, as a group, from other children in such areas 
as the following: family relationships, home condi-
tions,. geography of residence, social and economic 
status, truancy record, school retardation, academic 
aptitude, school marks, liking for school, immaturity, 
club membership, companionship, family mobility, 
1 M errill: Op ." cit. 
Kvaraceus: Op. cit. 
National Society for the Study of Education Yearbook: Op. cit. 
William Healy and Augusta F. Bronner: New Light on D elinquency 
and Its Treatment. New Haven; Connecticut: Yale University Press; 1936. 
Mary P. Wittman and A. V. Huffman: "A Comparative Study 
of Developmental, Adjustment, and Personality Characteristics of 
Psychotic, Psychoneurotic, Delinquent, and Normally Adjusted 
Teen-aged Youths," Journal of Genetic Psychology, LXVI (June, 1945); 
167-182. 
Luton Ackerson: Children's Behavior Problems, Vol. II, Relative 
Importance and Interrelations among Traits. Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press; 1942. . 
Florence M . Teagarden: Child Psychology for Professwnal Workers 
(Revised). New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.; 1946. 
M ervin A . Dure;,t: ' 'Personality Characteristics of Juvenile Offenders 
in Relation to Degree of Delinquency," Journal of Geneiic Psychology, 
LII (June, 1938), 269-283. 
Ralph S. Banay: " Immaturity and Crime," American J ournal of 
Psychiatry, C (September, 1943), 170- 177. 
Ralph M. Stogdill: "A Test-Interview for Delinquent Children," 
J ournal of Applied Psychology, XXIV (June, 1940), 325-333. 
Lois B. Murphey: Social Behavior and Child Personality. New York: 
Columbia University Press; 1937. 
Lowell J . Carr: D elinquency Control. N ew York : Harper & Drot:l-
ers; 1941. · . . 
Marjorie E. Bab cock: A Comparison of Delinquent and Non-Delin-
quent Boys by Objective lvfeasures of Personality. New York: Columbia 
University Press; 1932. 
Wallace Luden: "Anticipating Cases of Juvenile Delinquency," 
School and Society, 59 (1944), 123-126. . 
Edward R . Bartlett and Dale B. Harris : "Personality Factors . in 
· Delinquency," School and Society, 43 (1936), 653-656. · 
· PaulL. Boynton and Barrier M. Walsworth: "Emotionality Test 
Sc~r~s of Delinquent and Non-Delinquent Girls," J ournal of Abnormal 
and Social Psychology, 38 (1943), 87- 92. 
James M. Reinhardt and Fowler V . Harper: "Comparison of 
Environmental Factors of D elinquent and Non-Delinquent Boys," 
J ournal of Juvenile Research, 15 (1936), 271-277. 
W.illiam S. Casselberry: "Analysis and Prediction ·of Delin-
quency," Journal of Juvenile Research, 16 (1932), 1-31. 
H. Ashley Weeks : ·"Predicting Juvenile Delinquency," American 
Sociology Review, 8 (1943), 40--46. 
etc. This is not to imply that every delinquent differs 
from every non-delinquent in any of these areas, since 
there is always in evidence considerable overlapping 
between the two groups on any one of the variables 
studied. It is true, however, that many more delin-
quents, for example, receive lower marks in school, 
repeat their school grades, play truant, and entertain 
a fierce dislike for school than do children who are not 
delinquent or who do not become delinquent. Simi-
larly, more delinqO.ents than no.n-delinquents have 
unsatisfactory f;imily and home situations. Still other 
differences have been observed in other areas. 
Using the differences revealed in these studies as 
focal points, the author constructed a series of four-
choice multiple-choice items. Several "neutral" 
items involving food, color, and drink preferences 
were added to the Scale for rapport value, since they · 
were free of any socially desirable or undesirable im-
plications, in contrast to most of the other items in 
. the Scale. Items 1, 21, and 40 in the present edition 
are examples of this type. (These latter items were 
also analyzed, and are scored in the present edition if, 
contrary to expectation, they showed differentiating 
value at the agreed-upon level of significance.) 
After the items had been prepared, two questions 
naturally presented themselves: 
1. Do delinquents respond any differently to the 
individual items than do non-delinquents? -
2. Does the total Scale score based on all differen-
tia ting items distinguish between the two groups 
(delinquents and non-delinquents) with suffi-
cient sensitivity to merit consideration and use as 
a scale of delinquency-pronenessorvulnerability? 
The first question concerns the processes of item 
analysis; the second concerns the validation of the 
Scale as a whole. These questions are discussed 
·separately in the paragraphs below. 
Item analysis. In order to discover the value of 
the items as potential discriminators between delin-
quents and non-delinquents, the Scale was adminis-
tered to a sample of 100 delinquent boys in one 
Massachusetts Training School and to several counter-
groups of public school boys in junior and senior high 
schools in several states. Included in the public 
school boys is a subgroup of what are termed "high 
morale" boys. 2 Since there are reasons for suppos-
ing that girl delinquents and non-delinquents might 
2 The "high morale" groups of boys and girls include those per-
sons who were doing well scholastically and were leaders for good 
in a school. Usually they were members of the student council who 
were active in making the school a better place. They included p er-
sons who had a high c;legree of responsibility and dependability, who 
. had a controlling influence for acceptable behavior in the school, who 
were generally concerned for the welfare of others, and who also 
showed a high degree of personal adjustment in their everyday living. 
i-
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show responses differing considerably from boy de-
linquents and non-delinquents, a parallel item-analy-
sis study was carried out, based on· a sample of 80 
girl delinquents tested in a Massachusetts Training 
School for Girls and groups of public school girls in 
junior and senior high schools in several states, likewise 
including a selected group of "high morale" girls. 
The responses of the contrasting groups of each sex 
were studied to see how effectively each of the four 
alternatives of every item differentiated between girl 
delinquents and non-delinquents 91-nd between boy 
delinquents and non-delinquents. The percentage 
of delinquent and non-delinquent children selecting 
each alternative was determined, the difference be-
tween the percentages of the two groups found, and 
the critical ratio of this difference determined. Those 
alternatives which showed critical ratios of 1. 96 or 
higher were considered to be discriminating signifi-
cantly between . delinquents and non-delinquents 
(equivalent to acceptance of differences at the 5 per 
cent level). Each such alternative was retained for 
scoring purposes and assigned .a plus or minus value, 
d epending on the direction of the difference, a plus 
value being assigned to alternatives chosen more fre -
quently by the delinquent group. Some items showed 
several alternatives with discriminating value, others 
only one, and a few appeared without a single dis-
criminating response. These last-named are not 
scored, since a ll the alternatives failed to distinguish 
between the delinquent and non-delinquent groups. 
However, these items, a lthough not scored, are re-
tained in the present edition of the Scale. 
Validation of total scores. In computing total 
Scale scores, only those items were used which differ-
entiated between delinquents and non-delinquents 
in the item-analysis group. Therefore the total 
scores themselves necessarily discriminated between 
the two groups in this item-analysis sample. The 
extent to which total scores differentiate among 
criterion groups is revealed in Tables 1 and 2, which 
present the distributions of total Scale scores for 
various groups that were tested. While there is some 
overlapping between certain criterion groups, a strong . 
tendency prevails for delinquent boys and girls to 
score considerably higher on the Scale than did the 
s~lected "high morale" sample, and somewhat higher 
than unselected public school pupils. A closer study 
of Table 1 will also reveal that no " high morale" 
boy scored above · - 10, whereas approximat'ely 96 
per cent of the boy delinquents were found to score 
above this same point on the Scale. Table 2 simi-
larly reveals that no " high morale" girl scored above 
+ 2, whereas about 73 per cent of the female delin-
quents obtained scores above this point. · 
TABLE 1. Distributions of Scores of Male D elinquent and 
Non-Delinquent Groups on the K D Proneness Scale 
TOTAL SCORE 
21-23 
18- 20 
15- 17 
12-14 
9-11 
6-8 
3- 5 
0-2 
-3--1 
-6- -4 
-9--7 
-12- -10 
-15- -13 
-18- -16 
-21- -19 
- 24- -22 
-27- -25 
- 30- -28 
Number 
Median Score 
Q 
DELINQUENT PUBLIC SCHOOL 
BOYS BOYS 
1 
5 
5 3 
15 0 
16 3 
17 1 
7 7 
11 7 
11 13 
5 20 
4 20 
26 
26 
15 
7 
6 
2 
98 156 
+4 -.13 
5.7 5.1 
"HIGH 
MORALE" 
BOYS • 
4 
3 
3 
2 
3 
0 
1 
16 
- 18 
4.5 
TABLE 2. Distributions of Scores off emale Delinquent and 
Non-Delinquent Groups on the K D Proneness Scale 
PRE- PP BLIC " t-UGH 
T OTAL SCORE 
DELI NQUE"'T DELINQUENT SCHOOL MORA LE ', 
GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS 
21- 23 2 
18- 20 3 
15-17 7 1 
12- 13 7 3 
9-11 10 6 1 
6- 8 14 6 1 
3- 5 16 9 9 
0- 2 7 9 7 2 
-3- - 1 6 17 12 2 
-6--4 6 12 20 2 
-9--7 2 4 27 5 
-12- -10 0 5 32 10 
.:_ 15- -13 1 1 32 12 
-18- -16 28 5 
-21- -19 23 4 
-24- -22 8 1 
Number 81 73 200 43 
Median Score +6 -1 -12 -13 
Q 4.4 4:6 5.0 3.0 
A similar relationship is seen to exis t between de-
linquents and public school pupils in general, although 
the overlapping b~tween these two groups is .much 
more pronounced. Extremely high positive scores 
can be said to characterize these children who have 
manifested delinquent behavior; extremely low nega-
tive scores tend to indicate freedom from delinquency-
like responses or a high degree of immunity to the 
d isease of delinquency. 
I 
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TABLE 3. Correlations between K D Proneness Scale and 
Other Measures 
MEASURE 
Otis S. A. 
Otis S. A. 
Otis S. A. 
Otis S. A. 
Otis S. A. 
Otis S. A. 
Otis S. A. 
Personal Index 
SUBJECTS 
16 "high morale" boys 
43 "high morale" girls 
138 public school boys 
169 public school girls 
99 delinquent boys 
81 delinquent girls 
73 vocational school girls 
73 vocational school girls 
CORRELATION 
-.377 
-.264 
-.420 
-.356 
- .225 
-.310 
-.367 
-.237 
Correlations with other measures. Table 3 pre-
sents data on the correlations that have been found 
between tota1 Scale scores and certain other measures, 
including intelligence test scores and scores on the 
Personal Index, which is a scale for the detection of 
potential behavior problem cases. . 
All correlations between Scale scores and intelli-
gence-test scores are negative and small. This finding 
is in accordance with the frequently reported observa-
tion that delinquents ·as a group tend to have average 
IQ's of approximately 90. The low correlation be-
tween the Scale scores and the Personal Index score, 
although based on relatively few cases, does indicate 
that the two scales are measuring something quite 
different. 
Further validation research. It is desirable that 
studies be made of the extent to which the individual 
items continue to manifest, in independent studies 
with other groups, the same discriminating power 
which they were found to have in the original study 
and that new studies be ~ade of the validity of the 
total scores in other situations. It is a lso desirable 
that information be obtained on the extent to which 
Scale scores identify pupils not yet delinquent but 
who are likely to become delinquent hereafter; the 
present research reveals that the scores discriminate 
between children now delinquent and those who are 
not. · Studies designed to yield answers to these 
questions are under way. 
Reliability. A study of the reliability of the Scale 
has been made, involving a second administration of 
it after an interval of six weeks to 53 girls in a Train-
ing School for Delinquent Girls. The correlation be-
tween the two administrations was found to be .75. 
'.(n view of the opinion-like responses that are called 
for in most items and of the interval between adminis-
trations, the Sca le score is judged to be sufficiently 
reliable for use in spot checking and survey purposes 
in the process of identifying those children who may 
be susceptible to the development of delinquent pat-
terns. Additional studies of the reliability of the Scale 
are in progress. 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
The Scale can be administered to individuals or to 
groups of Wlrying size. No time limit is used. Ordi-
narily a great majority of pupils will complete the 
Scale in fifteen to ,twenty-five minutes. It can' be 
used with pupils in Grades 6 to 12. 
Before distributing the booklets, say: "I am going 
to give you a booklet. As soon as you receive it, 
write your name and other information called for 
on the cover of the booklet. Do not open the book-
let until I tell you to do so." 
Pass out the booklets and allow time for the informa-
tion to be filled in. When all are ready, say: ·"Read 
the directions to yourself as I r~ad them aloud. 
" ' The questions in this booklet ask how you feel about 
certain things. This is not a test. There are no right or 
. wrong answers. Read e.aclz question and the four answers 
that follow it. Select the answer that best describes how you 
really f eel about the question. Do not skip any questions. 
Answer every question as you come to it. Remember, there 
are no right or wrong answers. Be sure to choose the answer 
that best tells how you feel about the question. 
" 'Here is a sample question to show you how to mark the 
answers. 
Sample A . OJ the following, the color I like best is-
. 1 red 2 brown 3 blue 4 green 
" 'Decide which of these colors you like best and draw a 
line under your answer. N_ow look at the number beside the 
color which you picked. Put a keavy black mark in the 
answer space at the right which is under the number of the 
answer which you have picked. For example, if you Like 
"blue" best, you will draw a line under the word "blue. " 
Since "blue" is number 3, you will put a heavy black line 
in the answer space under the number 3. 
" 'When you are told to start, read each question and 
decide upon your answer, then record the answer in the same 
manner as you have done for the sample. You will be given 
time enough to finish all the questions. Do not open your 
booklet until you are told to do so.' " 
Be sure that every ~hild understands how to record 
the answers in the answer spaces. · 
Then say: "Now tear off the first page from the 
question booklet and turn it over so that page 2, 
'Answer Sheet,' is before you. You are to put 
your marks on the spaces on the Answer · Sheet. 
"Slip the Answer Sheet under the edge of page 
.3 so that the column of spaces marked 'Pfl.ge .3' is 
alongside page 3 like this.~' (Show by holding up 
page 3 with the "Page 3" column of the Answer 
Sheet close to page 3 of the booklet.) "Notice that 
the arrow tips on the Answ_er Sheet point directly 
K D Proneness Scale and Check List 
toward the arrow tips on page 3. In answering the 
first question, you put a mark in one of the spaces 
in the first row, and so on. 
"When you finish pagt: 3, pull out the Answer 
Sheet a little way like this (Show.) so that you can 
see the column of answers for page 4, and do page 4. 
Always keep the Answer Sheet shoved und~r the 
booklet so that the column of the Answer Sheet 
on which you are working is close to the booklet. 
"When you come to page 5, fold page 6 under 
like this (Show how.) so that you can get the 'Page 5' 
column of the Answer Sheet close to page 5 of the 
booklet like this. (Show.) 
"Never put more than one mark in any row of 
spaces. 
"Is there anyone who does not understand what 
to do?" 
(Walk around the room and be sure that all pupils 
have the Answer Sheet adjusted for page 3. Answer 
any questions about how to mark the answers.) 
Say: "Now go ahead and answer all the ques-
tions. Remember to make heavy black marks." 
As soon as a child finishes, collect Answer Sheet and 
question booklet. Have each pupil write his name 
at the top of page 3. 
DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING 
Separate scoring keys are provided for girls and boys. 
Each response to a question is assigned a weight of 
-1, 0, + 1. To obtain the total Scale score for any 
pupil, count the number of plus responses and the 
number of minus responses and find the difference 
between them. To do this, superimpose the proper 
scoring key (boys' or girls' ) over the Answer Sheet in 
such a way that two of the heavy arrows on the An-
swer Sheet show through the holes on the K ey and 
point directly toward the two arrows on the K ey. 
Some circles on the K ey are enclosed in black 
squares, others are not. The Plus score is obtained 
by counting the number of marks appearing through 
the circles which are not enclosed in black squares. 
This number should b e recorded in the appropriate 
place at the side of the Answer Sheet. This can be 
done without moving the .. K ey. N ext, the M inus 
score is obtained by counting the number of marks 
which appear through the circles which are enclosed 
in black squares. R ecord this number on the answer 
sheet. The total Scale score is the difference between 
the Plus score and the Minus score. If the Plus score 
is larger, the Sca le score will be plus, and if the Minus 
score is larger, the Scale score will be minus. For 
example, if a pupil gets a +8 and a -15, his total 
Scale score will be -7. If another pupil gets a -8 
and a + 15, his total Sc~le score will be + 7. 
INTERPRETING AND USING THE RESULTS 
Those children who obta in high positive scores ( + :) 
or above for boys, +6 or above for girls) are indicating, 
by their responses to the Scale items, attitudes and 
opinions that closely resemble those of delinquen t 
groups; those subjects who obtain relatively low 
negative scores ( -10 or below for boys, 0 or below 
for girls) are responding in a manner similar to whar 
we have termed "high morale" groups. For children 
who score high, the examiner should study the child'8 
r ecords and background as indicated, for example, 
by the cumula tive record in school or as reported by 
those who know the child well. If corroborating 
evidence is available with respect to the personality of 
the child or his environment, which indicates that 
help is needed in m aintaining sa tisfactory adjustments 
to everyday situations around him, the child should be 
referred to the appropriate agency or specialists for 
study and treatment. Care should be -taken to avoid 
typing children as predelinquent on the basis of the Scale 
alone. The Scale score, like any test score, should 
be interpreted against the background of all other in-
formation as to the personality structure and environ-
m ent of the individual. 
It is to be noted tha t no "norms," in the customary . 
sense, are furnished . for interpreting scores on the' 
Scale, nor are any needed for the use of results here 
proposed. Additional r esearch will . yield further 
information on the predictive .significance of the 
scores, and may indicate that revision of the critical 
scores upward or downward . is desirable. In · the 
light of data thus far available, however, the values 
suggested above as discrimina ting scores seem to fur -
nish satisfactory cutting points. 
Since delinquen t behavior is the resultan t of many 
forces within and without the delinquent, and since 
these forces are highly complex, interrela ted , and 
individual, no one factor or list of factors (much less a 
single score on a verbal sca le) can give positive assur-
ance that a child will b ecome delinquent. It must 
be · stressed tha t even extremely high positive scores 
on this Scale do not m eari that the subject will surely 
become a delinquen t, nor do high negative scores 
indicate with unyielding certainty that the child will 
be free of all future blemishes of delinquent behavior. 
The validation data merely point out that the chi~d 
with a high positive score is responding in the m anner 
of most delinquents. When other sources of informa -
tion also indicate that the subject is a child with prob-
lems, early referral, study, and treatment may do 
much in preventing severe maladjustments in the 
future. 
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The K D Proneness Check List 
A SECOND screening device for use in the identification 
of those boys and girls who are delinquency-prone is 
the K D Pr·oneness Check List. 
DESCRIPTION 
The Check List, like the Scale, has been constructed 
on the basis of research in the field of delinquent be-
havior. It is essentially a list of those personal and 
environmental factors that 'have been reported to be 
associated frequently with delinquent behavior; the 
person completing the List simply checks in a column 
headed "Yes," "No," or"?" ·opposite each factor to 
indicate whether or not that factor does or does not 
characterize the subject, or that there is insufficient 
information available to permit an accurate response. 
USE OF THE CHECK LIST 
The Check List is intended for use not only by the 
classroom teacher but also by any professional workers 
who come in contact with the subjects for an extended 
period of time . In many cases it will be desirable to 
ve various parts of the Check List filled out by dif-
individuals, depending on the extent to which 
each one of th~m is familiar with various types of in-
formation about th::: child. The Check List should 
n~ver be used without a careful study of all d a ta such 
as may be derived from cumula tive records in school, 
or case data within the files of a child-serving agency, 
or after several visits to the home and prolonged ·con-
tacts with the various family members. Most schools 
that have comprehensive · records already have much 
of the background material and information required 
for effective use of the Check List . 
It is recomm ended that the Check List always be 
used in conjunction with the Delinquency Proneness 
Scale. The two types of information supplement each 
other and permit more accurate identifica tion of the 
delinquency-prone child than either one used sepa-
rat.ely. There will not always be complete agreement 
between the two instruments in identifying a given 
youngster as probably delinquent, but even children 
for whom the Scale and Check List results do not 
agree should receive further attention from the appro-
priate professional worker. 
INTERPRETING CHECK LIST RESULTS 
A child's "score" on the Check List is simply the 
number of items which have been checked in the 
"Yes" column. This is an index of the number of un-
favorable elements in his personality or environment 
that may be conducive to the development of delin-
quent behavior. The following table may be em-
ployed as a rough guide in interpreting the total 
number of items checked "Yes." 
TABLE 4. Interpretive Scores Based on Number of Items 
Checked "Yes" on the K D Proneness Check List 
NUMBER OF " YES" CHECKS 
25 or more 
10-24 
1-10 
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K D PRONENESS CHECK LIST 
By WILLIAM C. ·KVARACEUS, Professor of Education, Boston University 
Name of Subject ........................ ..... ..... : . Boy ..... Girl .... . Date . .............. . . . ... ....... . . . . . 
, 
Years. School (or Group).. ... ... ... .. . ............ . Checker(s) .. . ." ..... ..... ......... .. . 
DIRECTIONS 
The following characteristics have been found to be frequently associated with delinquent 
behavior. Not all of them are necessarily causes of delinquent behavior. They are, however, 
external signs that usually precede or accompany the delinquent patterns of behavior. This 
list must be used with caution and reservation. It should not be applied mechanically with 
official typing of pupils as "predelinquent." At best the list may be considered a rough guide 
in determining which boys and girls might be selected for further study and subsequent treat-
ment and therapy in a planned, scientific, and individualized program of delinquency preven-
tion and control. ~ Those characteristics which have the greatest bearing on the potential delin-
quent behavior are marked with an asterisk. 
Place a check in the columns headed "Yes," "No,""?" after studying the child's cumulative 
record, visiting the home, and talking with the child, his parents or near relatives, and his teachers. 
Count the number of check marks in each column and enter these numbers in the spaces pro-
vided at the right. A large number of checks in the "Yes" column will indicate the child who 
is vulnerable to the establishment of delinquent patterns of behavior. 
The sources from which information is obtained should be entered in the proper spaces at the 
right. For example, such entries as "Cumulative Records," "Child-serving Agency," and 
"Parents" wiil be made. 
I. Personal Factors 
1. Subject is a boy between 10 and 16 years of age. 
2. Subject is a girl between 12 and 16 years of age. 
3. Is the youngest in a large family. 
*4. Has limited academic aptitude (IQ 85 or below). 
5. Is in poor health. 
6. Has physical defect or defects. 
*7: Reacts to situations in overly aggressive manner. 
*8. Attends the movies twice a week or more often. 
Number of Items Checked: 
Yes ... .. . . No ..... . 
Interpretation: 
Sources of lriformation: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
*9. L acks or resists contacts with recognized recreation or character-building agencies. 
*10. L acks success in out-of-school activities. 
YES NO ? 
*11. Has previous record of delinquent behavior. 
*12. Evidences a philosophy of "good" or "bad" luck. 
*13. Plays or associates with children who are vulnerable or who have been delinquent. 
*14. Runs with a "gang." 
*15. Does not live in natural home. 
II. School Factors 
*16. Has limited verbal ability. 
*17. Has little interest in schoolwork. 
*18. Is unsuccessful in schoolwork. 
*19. Has repeated one grade or more. (Indicate below.) 
One 
Two 
Three or more 
*20. Is in a special class. 
*21. Dislikes school intensely. 
*22. Is one of the oldest in the class. 
*23. Tr•11risfers frequently from school ~o school. 
(Continued tm tM reverse) 
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II. School Factors (Continued) 
*24. Is truant from school. 
*25. Intends to leave school as soon as the law will allow. 
*26. Feels that he does not belong to the class group. 
*27. Takes little or no part in extracurricular or club activities of school. 
*28. Lacks purposefulness in schoolwork. 
III. Family and Home Factors 
A. FAMILY 
29. Family is large (five or more children). 
*30. Family belongs to marginal group. (Indicate group below.) 
Negro 
Foreign-born parentage 
Other 
· *31. Family is broken or atypical. (Indicate cause below.) 
Death · 
Desertion 
Divorce 
Other 
*32. Parents have court records. 
*33. There are brothers or sisters who have been delinquent. 
*34. Family does not have adequate income to live decently. 
35. Family shows record of welfare-agency contacts. 
36. Father is unskilled worker. 
*37. Mother is employed outside the home. 
*38. Family relationships are unwholesome. 
*39. There are cultural conflicts between parents and children. 
*40. Family conditions make child feel disliked or unwanted. 
*41. There is drunkenness in family. 
*42. There is evidence that child has been neglected by parents. 
*43. Emotional conflicts take place between patents. 
*44. Emotional conflicts take place between children. 
*45. Emotional conflicts take place between parents and children. 
*46. The family scene is characterized by -
Nagging 
Frequent severe punishment 
Overprotection 
Intense rivalry between children 
Extreme parental domination · 
.Overindulgence 
B. HOME 
*47'. The living quarters in the home are not adequate. 
48. Family lives in a multifamily dwelling. 
*49. Overcrowded living conditions (more than 1.5 persons per room). 
50. Home furnishings are inadequate. 
51. There.is no radio in the home. 
52. The home is unsanitary. 
*53. Family is mobile or migratory. 
54. Family lives in underprivileged neighborhood. 
*55. Family lives in high-delinquency-rate area. 
56. There are no play opportunities in yard, neighborhood, or home. 
57. Family lives over a store or business establishment. ' 
58. Family ·rents its home and pays less than average rent prevailing in community. 
,• 
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K D PRONENESS SCALE- BOYS' KEY 
DIRECTIONS FOR UsiNG K.Ev. Cut out the upper right-hand 
corner along the lines indicated so that the Plus and Minus 
Scores may be written on each Answer Sheet without moving 
the Key. To obtain the Total Scale Score on the K D Prone-
ness Scale, superimpose this Scoring Key on the Answer Sheet 
so that the black arrows on the Answer Sheet show through 
the opening on the Key. Adjust the Key with a slight rotary 
motion so that the answer spaces on the Answer Sheet show 
through the holes on the Key. 
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1. On the Key, some circles are enclosed in black squares, 
others are not. The Plus Score is obtained by counting the 
number of marks appearing through the circles not enclosed ~ 
in the black squares. Record this number in the space pro- ~ 
vided on the Answer Sheet . ~ 
2. Next, obtain the Minus Score by counting the marks ;; 
which appear through the circles which are enclosed in black :: 
squares. Record this number on the Answer Sheet. ~· 
3. Obtain the Total Scale Score by finding the difference · 
between the Minus Score and the Plus Score. If the Plus 
Score is larger, the Scale Score will be plus; and if the Minus 
Score is larger, the Scale Score will be minus. 
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K D PRONENESS SCALE- GIRLS' KEY 
DIRECTIONS FOR UsiNG KEY. Cut out the upper right-hand 
corner along the lines indicated so that the Plus and Minus 
Scores may be written on each Answer Sheet without moving 
the Key. To obtain the Total Scale Score on the K D Prone-
ness Scale, superimpose this Scoring Key on the Answer Sheet 
so that the black arrows on the Answer Sheet show through 
the opening on the Key. Adjust the Key with a slight rotary 
motion so that the answer spaces on the Answer Sheet show 
through the holes on the Key. 
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1. On the Key, some circle~ are enclosed in black squares, 
others are not. The Plus Score is obtained by counting the 
number of marks appearing through the circles not enclosed 
in the black squares. Record this number in the space pro-
vided on the Answer Sheet. 
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2. Next, obtain the Minus Score by counting the marks ;::r 
which appear through the circles which are enclosed in black : 
squares . Record this number on the Answer Sheet. ~· 
3. Obtain the Total Scale Score by finding the difference · 
between the Minus Score and the Plus Score. If the Plus 
Score is larger , the Scale Score will be plus; and if the Minus 
Score is larger, the Scale Score will be minus. 
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Cut along this line. 
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